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THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths) Look
the Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

MINISTERS OF THE CROWN

Advisers: Statement by President

THE PRESIDENT (Hon. Clive Griffiths):
Members, it has become accepted that Ministers,
on occasions during the Committee stage of a Bill,
are accompanied and advised by officials. The fa-
cilities in this Chamber were not designed for that
purpose and it has been necessary for successive
Presidents to impose rules relating to the presence
of ministerial advisers.

Last week, Ministers were again informed, in
writing, of the applicable rules. including those
governing the parts of the Chamber and corridors
accessible to these advisers.

In an effort to ensure that the interests of mem-
bers and Ministers are preserved, I would ask
Ministers, commencing today, to sit at the Table
of the House, immediately in front of the
Ministers' bench, with their advisers alongside
while the Committee stage of a Bill is in progress.

Because I intend this to be a permanent ar-
rangement, a microphone will be installed on the
table and the drawers underneath removed. I am
hopeful that this practice will be to the benefit of
all.

FRUIT AND VEGETADLE INDUSTRY

Select Committee: Interim Report and Extension
of Time

HON. P. H. LOCKYER (Lower North) [4.36
p.m.]: I seek leave to present an interim report of
the Select Committee inquiring into the fruit and
vegetable industry.

Leave granted.

Hon. P. H. LOCKYER: I am directed to
move-

That the date fixed for the presentation of
the Committee's report be extended from 31
October to 30 November 1984, and that the
report do lie upon the Table and be adopted
and agreed to.

Question put and passed.

The report was ta bled (see paper No. 250).

CENSORSHIP OF FILMS AMENDMENT
DILL

Second Reading
HON. J. M. BERINSON (North Central

Metropolitan-Attorney General) [4.37 p.m.]: I
move-

That the Bill be now read a second time.
The purpose of this Bill is to introduce a cinema
classification of "Parental Guidance"-"PG"-in
lieu of the present classification "Not
Recommended for Children"-"NRC".

Following an approach from the Federal At-
torney General, all State Ministers responsible for
censorship agreed to the adoption of the cinema
classification "PG' as a replacement for the
existing "N RC" classification.

Film exhibitors claim that the public are con-
fused by the negative and admonitory label into
thinking that films classified "NRC" are stronger
in content than those classified for mature audi-
ences "ML

By replacing the classification "NRC" with
-P"a negatively worded nomenclature will be

substituted with one which is positive and places
the emphasis on the parental role in supervising
children's viewing.

A minor drafting amendment to section 12(2)
has also been made in order to clarify the intention
of the subsection.

The amendments will come into operation on I
January 1985, and a transitional provision has
been included so that those films classified
"NRC" before I January 1985 will be deemed to
have been classified "PG".

I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. P. G.

Penda 1.

CREDIT BILL
in Committee

Resumed from 30 October. The Deputy Chair-
man of Committees (Hon. John Williams) in the
Chair; Hon. Peter Dowding (Minister for Con-
sumer Affairs) in charge of the Bill.

Postponed clause 19: Variation of application of
Act-

Progress was reported on the clause after Hon.
P. H. Wells had moved the following amend-
ment-

Page 35-Insert after subclause (3) the fol-
lowing new subclause to stand as subelause
(3A)-

(3A) An order made under this sec-
tion, including an order that is varied
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under this section shall be deemed to be
a regulation for the purposes of section
42 of the Interpretation Act 1984 and
the provisions of that section shall apply
accordingly.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: It may be appropri -
ate at this stage that I report progress again and
come back to this Bill after we have dealt with the
next two Orders of the Day on the Notice Paper.
Mr Wells has indicated that he is ready to pro-
ceed.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again at

a later stage of the sitting, on motion by Hon.
Peter Dowding (Minister for Consumer Affairs).

CREDIT (ADMINISTRATION) BILL

In Commit tee

Resumed from 30 October. The Deputy Chair-
man of Committees (Hon. John Williams) in the
Chair Hon. Peter Dowding (Minister for Con-
sumer Affairs) in charge of the Bill.

Progress was reported after clause I had been
agreed to.

Clauses 2 and 3 put and passed.

Clause 4: Interpretation-

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: Everything comes to those
who wait! Last night I seemed to get into trouble
with definitions and interpretations. As the defi-
nitions and interpretations in this Bill refer in
some cases to the Credit Bill, I assume I am al-
lowed to ask the same type of questions.

I do not want to be vindictive, but there is one
item I want to take up with the Minister. I think
we agreed last night that a dealer can be both a
credit provider and a linked credit provider. I
think we spent enough time on that last night.
This evening, I would like to take up the definition
of 'trade or tie agreement". Again going back to
farm machinery-

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): Order! At least three people are in
breach of Standing Orders. Can we stop it and get
down to the Committee stage of this Bill?. It is not
done to stand in gangways, hang over seats, or
carry on audible conversations. Hon. A. A. Lewis.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I am still trying to find out
from the Minister about this complicated supply
situation where a manufacturer supplies a dealer
who supplies a consumer. Into what category do
the manufacturer and the supplier fall, both
compared with a credit provider, and in the case of
the manufacturer, with a linked credit provider?

(101)

I do not know whether the Minister follows my
argument.

Hon. Peter Dowding: I hear the words.
Hon. A. A. LEWIS: That is the problem. The

Minister hears the words, but does not appreciate
the practicalities. I am all sweetness and light. I
had a good, early night, and I am raring to go
tonight.' The definition at the bottom of page 23 of
the Credit Bill reads-

"trade or tie agreement", in relation to a
credit provider and a supplier, means an
agreement or arrangement, whether formal
or informal, relating to-

(a) the supply to the supplier of goods
or services in which the supplier
deals;

(b) the business of supplying goods or
services carried on by the supplier;
or

(c) the provision of credit to purchasers
in respect of the payment for goods
or services supplied by the supplier:

I want to know how the manufacturers who pro-
vide the machines for the suppliers stand. They
are financing the deal The Minister said that the
floor plans are exempt from this, but the manufac-
turers at times provide the finance to carry the
deal. Not only that, but they also provide credit
for up to I I or 12 months, sometimes just on
deposit. I want to know where those manufac-
turers stand and where the suppliers or the dealers
stand in that situation. I hope the Minister can
understand me; otherwise I will have to draw a
chart to be incorporated in H-ansard.

H-on. PETER DOWDING: I think the member
knows that this matter is not raised under the
Credit (Administration) Bill, except indirectly.
What he is trying to do is to raise a matter raised
under the Credit Bill, where that matter is specifi-
cally addressed.

I explained last night that the dealer who
supplies credit may well be, as it were, the supplier
of the credit and the supplier, but those obli-
gations were not increased, even if one could
nominally describe him as a linked credit sup-
plier-although that does not make sense in this
context.

Secondly, I said that if the manufacturer is also
a supplier of credit through the offices of an agent.
the manufacturer may well become a linked credit
provider and thus he is caught by the provisions of
the Credit Bill as it deals with linked credit pro-
viders.

That is subject to a very wide range of defences.
Liabilities attaching to the dealer may well attach
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to the linked credit provider. I cannot really take it
further than that.

There are obligations which will be undertaken
by the linked credit provider and the supplier, but
the supplier's obligations are not at all affected by
the linked credit provisions. The supplier's obli-
gations are exactly the same, because the linked
credit provisions are designed to transfer the
liabilities of the supplier onto the shoulders of the
credit provider in cases where that is appropriate.

Both the supplier and the linked credit provider
have those obligations. It does not' detract from
the obligations of the supplier, nor does it impose
additional obligations on the supplier.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: I take the Minister's point,
but it is in the definitions and it refers back. Be-
cause we missed those definitions last night, I was
sure the Minister, with his nice disposition, would
not mind my going back to them. I think he has
answered my question. If I understand thc Minis-
ter's answer correctly, he called the manufacturer
a linked credit provider.

Hon: Peter Dowding: No. If he is a credit pro-
vider, he may become a linked credit provider in
certain circumstances, but not universally.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: He does not universally
become a linked credit provider, because he will
not be giving those conditions universally-
conditions which I outlined initially. However,'
why is he a linked credit provider when the manu-
facturer is providing the credit, rather than a
credit provider? I would have thought that the
manufacturer would be the credit provider and the
supplier would be the linked credit provider.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I realise now what
the problem is. The linked credit provider is not a
link in the provision of credit; he is the institution
or person wvho provides the credit in the first in-
stance. The link is the link into the warranties and
obligations of the supplier from which the credit
provider is normally immune. In the contractual
situation, the consumer has a contract between
himself and the supplier as to the condition of the
goods, the date of supply of the goods, warranties
in relation to the goods, the condition and per-
formance of the goods, and representations in re-
lation to the goods: and the credit provider is actu-
ally immune from all that obligation.

The credit provider simply says, "It was my job
to provide the funds. What you did with the funds
was your business and if you bought a video cam-
era which did not work, that is your problem, not
ours. You keep paying off the instalments and you
take up whatever issue you have with the sup-
plier".

What has happened frequently is that the sup-
plier has gone broke or has been unable to meet
his commitments and the consumer is then left
with a course of action which is useless, because
there is perhaps a person of straw to maet the debt
and an obligation to a credit provider which will
continue until the debt is paid.

I remind members of our debate last night when
it was pointed out that the credit legislation does
this: In certain circumstances and subject to a very
wide range of defences which are available, the
legislation says that the credit provider may, in
ihose circumstances and subject to those defences,

be linked to the supplier for the purposes of an
action which the consumer might wish to bring
against the supplier. In other words, the consumer
may look to not only the supplier, but also the
credit provider in these certain circumstances.
That does not increase the obligations or the rights
of the supplier. It increases the obligations of the
credit provider, although, as we have said, given
normal commercial prudence, it will not.

That is the link. It is not the link the other way
to which Hon. Sandy Lewvis referred. I do not
think I can explain it more clearly.

Hon. A. A. LEWIS: The Minister has not really
answered my question. I can probably put the
position a little more simply than did the Minister.
We understand that the linked credit provider is
somebody who provides credit and virtually is a
back-up in case the supplier goes to the wall for all
those things which the Minister mentioned. Where
the manufacturer is the credit provider with a tie-
in agreement. he is certainly tied by trade-a
franchise tie, if one likes-to the supplier and nor-
mally if he has issued the credit, he will take the
responsibility, or has in the past, if a dealer goes to
the wall.

The Minister has a case of this nature in his
department at the moment. I know that, because
the people involved came to me. I wonder about
the application of this provision within the farm
machinery industry, because probably it will cause
the Minister or his successors many problems in
the long term.

That was just one of the things that had to be
pointed out at this stage so that people know wvhat
will happen in the future. I honestly believe that,
although we received explanatory notes 'vith this
Bill, those notes will be of no use to the Zeneral
public and, as conscientious legislators, we should
be working towards writing a set of guidelines for
the people who have to use this legislation in t6e
future.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 5 and 6 put and passed.
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Clause 7: Exemptions from licensing-

Hon. P. H-. WVELLS: As the Minister advised us
initially, we are talking about uniform legislation.
An anomaly exists in that under this legislation
the previous clause required a certain amount of
licensing; this clause provides for certain people
w'ho are exempt from that licensing for a range of
reasons: and various other clauses say that people
who arc required to be licensed must pay a fee
when they make application as well as an annual
licence fee which I assume is based on the prin-
ciple that the user pays.

Some institutions in the community, mainly
banks, because they are licensed under the Com-
monwealth legislation, are exempt, so it is imposs-
ible for the Government to license them.

It was proposed and accepted in the New South
Wales legislation that it was unfair that one group
of people should have to pay for the cost of the
operation of this legislation while another groupeof
people was exempt from that charge. In this case,
the finance houses pay and the banks, because of
the exemption in subclause ( I) (b), wvould not have
to be registered, and, therefore, would not have to
meet that requirement.

The proposal in the New South Wales Act
which seems fair, because all people should be
equal, was that such people should be registered
and required to meet the same conditions as other
credit providers under this legislation.

There are two arguments that this principle
should be accepted: Firstly, it would be unfair that
one group should have an advantage in this area;
and, secondly, in terms of the principle that the
user pays. atll these people should pay an equal
amount of the costs involved in the operation of
this legislation.

There are two arguments that could be given.
The first argument relates to w'hat the Minister is
to be in terms of this legislation and in terms of
universality. This principle has been accepted else-
where. That is not all it is doing. It is trying to
even out.

[Questions taken.]

I-on. P. H. WELLS: I was summarising some
of the arguments to which I believe consideration
should be given by the Government, including the
proposal for a new clause 7A to be inserted in the
Bill for uniformity reasons. That provision has
been accepted in the New South Wales legislation.
If it were not included in this legislation, one
group of people would have to pay licence fees and
an annual fee and another group would not. In
fairness, it seems that we should try to have uni-
formi ty.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 8 to 38 put and passed.

Clause 39: Power to obtain information-
Hon. P. H. WELLS: This clause provides some

far-reaching powers. I think members should be
aware of some of those powers. Because this Bill
has some relationship with other Bills, I would like
the Minister to provide me with some information.
There is a difference between dealing with infor-
mation which is required in clause 39(7) of this
Bill and information which will be referred to in
clause 17(b) of the Commercial Tribunal Bill.

Clause 39(7) states-
Information and answers given by a person

pursuant to a requirement under subsection
(I) are not admissible in evidence against the
person in any civil or criminal proceedings
other than proceedings for perjury or for an
offence under subsection (4).

It seems that in regard to a person who is required
to answer . information in the Credit
(Administration) Bill, consideration has been
given to that information not being used in crimi-
nal proceedings. For some reason or other, that
same person, under the provisions of the Commer-
cial Tribunal Bill, is under threat of a 32 000 fine.
I find some inconsistency in those two pieces of
legislation, but I am not sure how far they are
interwoven, If a person had to be caught up by a
provision of one of those pieces of legislation, I
would prefer to see that person caught up under
clause 39(7) of this Bill.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: Mr Deputy Chair-
man (Hon. John Williams), you would castigate
me were I to start debating another provision. I
am glad the honourable member is satisfied with
this provision. I really have no more to add.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 40 to 61 put and passed.
New clause 7A-
Hon. P. H. WELLS: I move-

Page 6-Insert after clause 7 the Following
new clause to stand as clause 7A-

Re ti si.on
of empI 7 A. (1) Notwithstanding any other
Persons, provision of this Act, a person to whom

the provisions of section 6(l1) do not ap-
ply by virtue of his being a member of
one or more of the categories of persons
listed in section 7 shall-

(a) be registered as a credit pro-
vider; and

(b) pay a fee equal to the fee to
wvhich he would be liable under
section 9 or section 21. as the
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case may be, if the provisions
of section 6(I) did apply to
him;

(2) The provisions of sections 6(2)
and 8 and such other provisions of this
Act (except sections 10, 11, 12. 13, 14
and 23) as are prescribed apply, with
such modifications, if any, as are
prescribed, to and in respect of a per-
son required to be registered under
subsection (1) and so apply as if the
references, however expressed, in
those provisions to a licensee or the
holder of a licence or a person
required to be licensed were references
to a person so required to be
registered,

All the remarks which I made previously are rel-
evant to this proposed new clause.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: The Government
opposes this amendment. I repeat a comment
which I have made previously in this Chamber:
This new clause may be described as a Clayton's
amendment. It is the licence one has when one is
not having a licence.

Apparently the member understands that cer-
tain bodies are not to be licensed. There is a good
reason for that. He now wants to impose a licence
with a fee on the basis that somehow or other that
is equality. I suppose we could all be licensed and
pay a fee on that basis. Each individual member of
the community could have to be licensed under
that proposal. That is absolutely absurd. Where
there are people who are not required to be li-
censed. why introduce the red tape of the
Clayton's licence? Why introduce the requirement
that people register and pay a fee? There is no
point to that at all. That amendment does not give
us any disciplinary powp' rs. It does not give us any
increased consumer protection. It makes work for
the public servants who keep the register. It makes
work for the public servants to accept the money
and to report and to deal with it. However, with
respect. I say that it is absurd because it is of no
value. If the honourable member wants to collect
revenue in this way. he should be frank and say so.
If the purpose is simply to collect a bit more rev-
enue for the Commercial Tribunal of Western
Australia, that is a very interesting way to do it.
However, it is not an idea which the Government
shares.

We oppose this amendment to the legislation.
We believe that it is neither necessary nor pro-
ductive. We do not have a system of registration of
businesses, building societies, banks, and the like,
uniform with all other States. Therefore, to the

extent that we are endeavouring to retain uniform-
ity, it must be understood that there is an element
of rnina~is inutandis. The honourable member has
ploughed through the New South Wales Bill,
found a clause which is not in ours, and has moved
an amendment and called it uniform legislation.
On that count, in my view it is unnecessary. We do
not have a system where the State can usefully
license banks and, where, under this legislation,
other elements of the business world can be li-
censed and disciplined by means of this Credit
(Administration) Bill. For those reasons it is an
unnecessary imposition on business and an un-
necessary amount of red tape. It is an
unnecessary revenue collecting proposal and not
one that should find favour.

Hon. P. H . WELLS; That is a brilIlia nt speech. I
wish we were at the beginning of the Committee
stage and we could then omnit clause 21 which
refers to people paying annual fees and submitting
annual statements containing prescribed particu-
lars, and clause 9 requiring a fee to be paid on
making application. I agree with that principle.
The Minister is wrong when he says that I
ploughed through the New South Wales Act and
found this clause. Representation has been made
claiming that an inequality exists, and that the
Government will say this group oF people will be
required to pay this amount to cover the costs of
other groups.

H-on. Peter Dowding: They arc paying to be
licensed under this legislation. You are saying that
you want TO Create a new application to collect a
Fee.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: As far as I am concerned,
the Government is licensing people who will be
credit providers. Last night I was told that
Bankcard was included as credit and, therefore,
the ANZ Bank, from which I received a
Bankeard, will be a credit provider. What is the
difference between the ANZ Bank which provides
credit through Bankeards and is, therefore, a
credit provider, and AGC Ltd. which gives credit
and provides credit cards. Each of those groups is
a credit provider and they are not treated equally
under the provisions oF the Bill. To be consistent,
the Minister should say that none of these people
should have to pay anything. I would be happy
with that situation.

1 suspect, and I may be wrong, that the only
fees raised will be raised necessarily to operate t he
tribunal and for the administration of the pro-
visions of the Bill. In that situation, I gather there
will be a cost that could impnsed upon a continu-
ous credit provider. I suggest to the Minister that
in many situations banks provide the greatest vol-
ume of business in terms of continuous credit. I
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suspect that more people have Bankeards than any
other form of credit.

I am happy to accept the argument that no one
should pay. If the Minister is prepared to recom-
mit the Bill, let us extract all the prescribed fees
from it. However, he is not proposing to do that.
He has said that one group of people-thai is.
those who are not licensed by anyone else, butI who
are covered by Commonwealth legis-
lation-should not be required to pay a fee.

Is the Minister saying that no cost is incurred
by the activities of banks in terms of this legis-
lation? Is there some voluntary group that carries
out the necessary functions in that area that
makes no charge'? If we have a user pay system, it
should be equal. If some groups are not required
to pay fees under this legislation, other credit pro-
viders who are licensed will pay more. The
Government is acting unfairly by not requiring
them to pay a fee. I ask the Minister to reconsider
the matter.

I challenge the Minister to tell me whether he is
saying that no cost is incurred by the tribunal
because banks or any other people are exempt
from paying fees under this Bill.

lHon. PETER DOWDING: The administration
of the Act and the setting up of the tribunal will
be of benefit to consumers. No fee is imposed
because these people cannot be licensed., Why
invent a system of registration when we cannot
license them just to collect a fee? [it is the
Clayton's licence: we cannot license them for other
reasons because of other legislation, so we should
invent a thing called registration and charge them
for that. It would have no practical or legal effect;
there is no sanction or administrative benefit; and
it would be a complete and utter waste of time.
The only benefit would he to collect a fee. I do not
think it is appropriate, and neither does the
Government.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: The Minister avoided
answering the question. I am opposed to collecting
fees. A cost will be incurred in running the tri-
bunal and I assume that those paying licence fees
will cover the whole cost. Is the Minister saying
that banks and other exempt groups will not cre-
ate additional costs in the operation of this Bill? If
the argument put forward by the Minister is that
the legislation will be beneficial, why is the
Government charging credit providers in the first
place? There should be no charge.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: The system of
licensing credit providers is, inter alia, for disci-
plinary purpose. Where the Government has no
power to license or dc-license, approve or not ap-
prove-no power to impact at all on the position of

either members of the public or institutions-why
invent a licence for it? The member is inventing
the licence to collect a fee so that the fees paid by
other people will also be paid by a section
participating in the provision or receipt of credit.

H-on. P. H. Wells: Do they incur a cost?
H-on. PETER DOWDING: The consumer who

walks into the tribunal and asks where to lodge a
complaint is utilising the Service. Do we charge
him or her? Do we want to license consumers so
that anyone who wants credit must be licensed?

Hon. G. C. MaclKinnon: You might get fewer
frivolous complaints.

Hon.' PETER DOWDING: The member knows
that is another matter.

Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: You brought it up; I
did not.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: A cost is involved
when a consumer walks into the tribunal and asks
for reductions.

The operation of the credit legislation is a cost
to the Government. In some measure, the cost is
recouped. In some measure, the cost is increased
by the need to license people. In some measure,
the cost of licensing people is recouped by charg-
ing licence fees; and it is appropriate that when a
licence is issued, a fee should be paid. However, it
is quite inappropriate to invent something for
which there is no legal or practical basis other
than simply to charge a fee. If the Government did
that, it would be simply collecting revenue. In this
case, the Government thinks that is an inappropri-
ate mechanism by which to collect revenue.

In the other clauses, the financial institutions
are to be licensed credit providers. The licensing
procedure is a carry-over from the procedure
which already existed as a measure of discipline,
the same as that which applies to the business
agents, the real estate agents, and the rest of them.

Hon. 1. 0. MEDCALF: I would have thought
H-on. Peter Wells had another reason for putting
his amendment. He may already have mentioned
it, but I did not catch it. I would have thought
that, perhaps, the reason was to put all the credit
providers on the same basis, whether they fall
within the proposed Act or other legislation such
as the Commonwealth Banking Act.

I would like the Minister to tell me the approxi-
mate fee, if it has been fixed, in some of the other
States; for example, have any fees been Aixed in
Victoria or New South Wales in relation to similar
legislation? If they have been fixed in those States,
that would give us an approximate idea of what
the fee might be here. Then we would know better
what we were talking about and to what extent we
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wvould be equating the position of the banks with
other credit providers. If the Minister were to say
that the fee for a credit provider in New South
Wales or Victoria was $50 or $100. that would not
have any effect as far as a bank was concerned,
and it would not matter very much in terms of
competition. However, if the Minister were to say
that the fee was SI 000 or some other substantial
sum, there would be something in the argument
that we were trying to equate the position of all
credit providers so that the local ones subjec to
the local legislation would not be put to a disad-
vantage.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I am not able to
give that information to the honourable member.

The provisions of the Hire-Puchase Act in
Western Australia have a base fee of $ 160 which
increases according to the number of transactions
which a modestly-sized or subst antially-sized
finance company might have, so that it might pay
$8 000 or thereabouts for a licence.

It is an attractive argument that all commercial
dealings should start off equal. Of course, as the
honourable member knows, that just does not hap-
pen. There could be an entirely different working
environment between one company and the next.
One company might have an office in the central
business district, and another might operate in an
outer area with a different rental structure. I hope
the honourable member forgives my, being simple
about it; but I do not believe one can achieve
commercial equality by setting registration fees
for those wvho are not required to be licensed.

I do not believe I can take this matter any
further. I have indicated the Government's oppo-
sition to the ne"w clause. It is not proper to estab-
lish a registration process which would do nothing
but collect a fee.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I thank the Minister
for his comments. However, in fairness to Mr
Wells. one should appreciate that he is trying to
equate the position of the various credit providers
rather than just provide for the collection of a fee
for the Government.

A fee in the order of $8 000 or more i s a pretty,
substantial fee, and it surprises me that the
Government has not decided to collect that fee
and take advantage of it. In other areas, the
Government is pretty anxious, quite naturally, to
obtain as much money as it can. I would have
thought the Government would regard this matter
as worthy of its attention.

I do not suppose that we in the Legislative
Council need worry too much if the Government
will not worry about it. However, in fairness to Mr
Wells, I wanted to say-he can correct me if I am

wrong-that he is rather aiming at some kind of
equality between the various credit providers.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: The very reason I am
proposing this new clause is that some people who
are not required to be licensed, feel the inequality
of the situation. The Bill leaves them at a disad-
vantage.

I suggest that a cost imposed in licensing is a
cost in the operation of the money which is being
lent. I am indicating that we will treat one group
of people differently, despite the fact that they
have at volume of money to lend. That leaves them
without certain advantages.

I am surprised that the figure could be as high
as S8 000. The Minister indicates that it is an
example; and it may not affect aill the people to
whom I air referring. The Government is saying,
"Righto. you will have to incur at cost in your
operations"

It really does not worry me whether this is ac-
cepted. However, I wonder whether we should
havena group of people paying that sort of money.

Is the Minister consistent in his argument? In
relation 10 unionism, the Government says,
"Righto, if a bloke won't join a union, he has to
pay the money". That does not apply under this
legislation, and it seems to me that the Govern-
ment is being pretty inconsistent.

I will not persist with this matter. It just seems
that the Government wants to look after one group
of people, and another group of people will be
affected by the inequality.

New clause put and negatived.

Schedule put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-

port adopted.

INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION AMENDMENT
BILL (No. 2)

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received fromt the Assembly; and, on motion

by Hon. Peter Dowding (Minister for Employ-
ment and Training), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON. PETER DOWDING (North-Minister

for Planning [5.51 p.m.]: I move-

That the Bill be nowv read a second time.
The purpose of the Bill is to introduce changes
affecting appropriations that have been proposed
following the review of the Industrial Arbitration
Act 1979-1982 by the interim tripartite com-
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mittee. These amendments relate to the salaries,
allowances, and superannuation entitlements of
members of the industrial relations commission.

I introduced other amendments to the Industrial
Arbitration Act on 22 August 1984. The interim
tripartite committee recommended the following
in regard to conditions for members of the indus-
trial relations commission -

conditions of employment for all members of
the commission to be the same:
president's salary to continue to be equal to
that of a Supreme Court judge;
provision should be made for commission
members to maximise their superannuation
benefits after 10 years rather than the current
30 years at age 60: and
the basis of salary and conditions for comt-
mission members was a matter for the State
Government to determine.

All of the recommendations of the interim tripar-
tite committee have been incorporated into this
Bill, except that commission members will
maximise their superannuation benefits after 15
years rather than after 10 years as proposed by the
interim tripartite committee.

The following is a summary of the provisions of
this Bill-

the Bill is to come into operation from the day
on which it is assented to by the Governor:

the salaries, allowances, and reimbursements
of the members of the commission to be set
by Statute, rather than being set by the
Salaries and Allowances Tribunal;

the chief commissioner's salary, allowances
and reimbursements are to be the same as for
a judge of the District Court-other than the
chairman of judges;
the senior commissioner shall receive 95 per
cent of the salary and 66.67 per cent of the
annual expense allowance received by the
Chief Commissioner; and
the remaining commissioners will receive 90
per cent of the salary and 50 per cent of the
annual expense allowance received by the
chief commissioner.

The commission is a court of record having both
judicial and arbitral functions. It is as important
in this area of the law as in others that the appear-
ance as well as the reality of the tribunal's inde-
pendence be secured.

This will be done by linking the salaries, allow-
ances, and reimbursements of members of the
commission with those applicable to members of
the judiciary. The president is already related in

salary and allowances to a judge of the Supreme
Court. The chief commissioner's salary and allow-
ances will now be fixed at the same rates as those
of a District Court judge.-

The present relativities between the chief com-
missioner's salary and allowances and those of
other commissioners will be maintained. As the
proposed changes would involve a small reduction
in the salary component of the chief com-
missioner's and other commissioners' emoluments,
the Bill contains a provision to avoid that result.
All members of the commission will have the same
conditions of service.

Superannuation entitlements have been
amended to incorporate the recommendation of
the interim tripartite committee. The IC-year
threshold in principle, recommended by the in-
terim tripartite committee, has, however, been
reduced to 15 years. This is done by the duration
of employment, for the purposes of
superannuation, being deemed to be 100 per cent
of the service from the commencement date of this
Bill. Similar provisions have existed in South
Australia since 1974.

This will allow for commissioners who have
been appointed at age 50, to receive maximum
superannuation entitlements at the 65-year retire-
ment age. The current Superannuation and Fam-
ily Benefits Act effectively discourages persons
from outside the Government sector from
accepting commissioner positions because of the
present unfavourable conditions. This amended
provision will remove that disincentive to experi-
encd persons of ability in the private sector from
considering appointments to the commission.

The same accelerated superannuation
entitlements will apply to commissioners who-

(1) continue in the employment of the State
a fter retirement; or

(11) through death, invalidity, physical, or
mental incapacity are unable to perform
their duties.

The entitlements of the present president of the
commission have been preserved from the duration
of his occupancy of that position.

The commission is given power to make regu-
lations to-

(1) establish payment of remuneration, trav-
elling and other allowances for members
of the constituent authorities- other
than commissioners; and

(11) provide for the constituent authorities to
approve payment for expenses incurred
by appellant. respondent and witnesses
to promotional appeal proceedings.
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I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. G.

Masters (Leader of the Opposition).
E.

ACTS AMENDMENT AND REPEAL (CREDIT)
HILL

In Committee

The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon.
John Williams) in the Chair; Hon. Peter Dowding
(Minister for Consumer Affairs) in charge of the
Bill.

Clauses 1 to 5 put and passed.

Clause 6: Principal Act-

Hon. P. H. WELLS: Clause 6 deals with
various amendments to the Hire-Purchase Act. I
want the Minister to indicate to mec the provision
that will cover and change the situation whereby,
as I understand it ownership of goods under hire-
purchase transfers at the end of the hire period,
whereas under a credit contract transfer will be
effected at the first sale point. I would assume that
that will require certain changes to the Hire-Pur-
chase Act. Is that covered by simply a credit sale
contract, or are amendments necessary and, if so,
which sections of the Hire-Purchase Act require
alteration to cover that situation?

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I cannot under-
stand the question. I am sorry.

The point is that contracts have as their base an
already existing relationship between the hirer and
the owner and that base will not be disturbed. The
transfer of the property or goods will be, while
under a contract, excluded under the Hire-Pur-
chase Act. Excluded contracts under the credit
legislation will change accordingly.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: Could I just check with
the Minister to ensure I understood what he said'?
He virtually said that the changeover will be
henceforth after the promulgation of these Acts.
In regard to credit sale contracts, probably there is
no necessity to alter the Hire-Purchase Act be-
cause there will be no hire-purchase agreements,
only credit sale contracts; therefore instead of
transferring ownership as under the Hire-Pur-
chase Act after the last payment,' they now will be
under different credit sale contracts. That means
there is no need to amend the Hire-Purchase Act
in those areas. Is that what the Minister said?

Hon. PETER DOWDING: The Hire-Purchase
Act will impact on contracts excluded in accord-
ance wit) its provisions. The credit legislation
when proclaimed will govern credit contracts
excluded in accordance with the provisions of that
Act. The amendments to the Hire-Purchase Act
do not by this provision import the rights and

obligations of the Credit Bill into contracts which
have already been entered into under the Hire-
Purchase Act.

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30p.m.

Clause put and passed.
Clauses 7 to 14 put and passed.
Clause I5: Repeal of Money Lenders Act

1912-
Hon. P. H. WELLS: In regard to the repeal of

the Money Lenders Act. I ask the Minister what
happens to the maximum percentage at which
money may be lent-he referred to this figure and
I think it was 30 per cent. Will that apply in this
legislation or will a different method be used?

Hon. PETER DOWDING: The contracts
which are relevant to the credit legislation will be
covered by clause 170 of the Credit Bill.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: I ask the Minister whether
the percentages are the same as those referred to
in the Money Lenders Act?

Hon. PETER DOWDING: The Bill does not
set them, it provides for a declaration by an order
in tfie Government Gazette.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: Would the Minister indi-
cate if the order will be in the same terms as those
prescribed under the Money Lenders Act?

Hon. PETER DOWDING: The tribunal sets
what is the appropriate maximum and it will de-
pend on what we are looking at next year. It is
intended that a maximum be set and whatever is
the appropriate maximum, it will be set by the
tribunal.-

Hon. P. H. WELLS: This clause will affect
clause 170 of the credit legislation. Is it true that
New South Wales and Victoria do not set a maxi-
mum rate and that we are the only State in
Australia which sets a rate?

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I hesitate to launch
into a debate about clause 170 of the credit legis-
lation, but the answer is that it is a repetition of
what occurs in New South Wales and Victoria.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 16 to 21 put and passed.
Title put and passed.

Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the re-

port adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon. Peter

Dowding (Minister for Consumer Affairs), and
transmitted to the Assembly.
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CREDIT BILL
In Committee

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting.
The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon. John
Williams) in the Chair: Hon. Peter Dowding
(Minister for Consumer Affairs) in charge of the
Bill.

Postponed clause 19: Variation of Application of
Act-

Progress was reported on the clause after Hon.
P. H. Wells had moved the following amend-
ment -

Page 35-Insert after subelause (3) the fol-
lowing new subelause to stand as subclause
(3A)-

(JA) An order made under this sec-
- tion, including an order that is varied

under this section, shall be deemed to be
a regulation for the purposes of section
42 of the Interpretation Act 1984 and
the provisions of that section shall apply
accordingly.

lion. P. H. WELLS: The Committee stage was
adjourned last evening in order that the Oppo-
sition would have the opportunity to consider
propositions put forward by the Minister because
he felt that the Government would oppose the
amendment that I proposed. That amendment
would require, under clause 19 of the Bill, that the
order be tabled in both Chambers or be treated as
regulations under section 42 of the Interpretation
Act.

The Minister believed that if the amendment I
proposed was passed it would create a certain
amount of chaos because. in the event of an
order being disallowed, some uncertainty would
arise under section 42 of the Interpretation Act. I
could not understand what the Minister meant
and I was thankful that he reported progress in
order that the Opposition would have time to con-
sider this clause.

In the limited time that I have had available to
speak to people and obtain advice on this matter, I
understand that section 42 of the Interpretation
Act indicates that in the event of a regulation
being disallowed by the Chamber, it would not
make the contract null and void.

Section 42 of the Interpretation Act requires all
regulations to be laid before the House of Parlia-
ment within six sitting days of such sitting follow-
ing publication of the regulations in the Govern-
;ient Gazette. Subsection (2) reads as follows-

(2) Notwithstanding any provision in any
Act to the contrary, if either House of Parlia-
ment passes a resolution disallowing any such

regulation, of which resolution notice has
been given at any time within fourteen sitting
days of such House after such regulation has
been laid before it, or if any such regulation is
not laid before both Houses of Parliament in
accordance with the requirements of sub-div-
ision (d) of subsection (I)I of this section, such
regulation shall thereupon cease to have ef-
fect, but without affecting the validity, or
curing the invalidity, of anything done, or of
the omission of anything. in the meantime.

I have looked at this carefully, and while that
regulation was in force, the section provided a
number of situations where the credit sale would
have to be in writing and the debtor was not liable
to pay the credit provider the charges under the
contract.

If the Government decided 10 exempt someone
under this section. and. this Chamber some time
later decided to disallow that regulation, the Min-
ister's belief is that the transaction would be
caught up and the debtor would not be liable.

If creditors were liable to pay in the terms under
which they sign the contract, that is legal, and the
disallowance by this Chamber would not interfere
with that contract. It is quite possible, under the
legislation, for the Minister to revoke this. That
power must obviously be given. The revoking of
the contract would have exactly the same effect as
if this Chamber decided to disallow that regu-
lation. I am referring to clause 19(3) and any
problems which would have existed would still
exist in terms of that.

I think some of last night's statements were
made on the spur of the moment, because I do not
believe that is the true situation. What the Minis-
ter is really questioning is whether this Parliament
is responsible. We do not have a history of
resolutions to disallow regulations irresponsibly.
In fact, very few regulations are disallowed. Regu-
lations are now the most popular method of law-
making.

Members should be aware of the fact that this
power goes beyond affecting merely different sec-
tions,' because it has the ability to catch people
who are not caught by the Act. The clause
virtually allows the Government. without scru-
tiny-unless this amendment is passed-to change
the intent of this Bill.

Reasonable insertions are inherent in this legis-
lation.* The amendment I propose would make this
Parliament the field of scrutiny for the action of
the Executive. Unless the Parliament says this sec-
tion is subject to section 42 of the Interpretation
Act, I suggest Parliament will have no control over
the action of the Government. I think it will be
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published in the Governmntn Gazette that there is
a very limited ability for this Chamber to lake any
action; that is the direct opposite to the intent of
this Bill.

I do not believe that is what will happen, but we
have a responsibility to the people we represent to
make laws which are at least subject to some scru-
tiny. This provision will not be subject to the scru-
tiny of Parliament, In fact, Parliament will be
limited in its ability to act. Parliament can provide
some protection only if it is required to give atten-
tion in the way of an examination. We have an
advisory committee which will report on regu-
lations. We have had only three such instances
before the Chamber this session to indicate powers
outside those given in the Act, and take appropri-
ate action.

A zealous administration might well go un-
noticed. It is reasonable to consider an exami n-
ation of the Executive. This clause is not saying it
will be disallowed; all it says is that, as well as
being published in the Government Gazette the
provision is already inherent in clause 19. It will
then be required to be tabled in both Houses of
Parliament, as provided in the Interpretation Act.

I wonder of what the Government is frightened
if it does not want its orders tabled in Parliament?
I suggest it is reasonable for us to consider the
insertion of this particular amendment to provide
protection in future cases to ensure proper scru-
tiny before this House.

lion. PETER DOWDING: The member has a
number of points wrong. Firstly, it is not open to
the Government, by order, under clause 19, to
extend the operation of the law beyond the terms
of the Credit Act. In other words, the Minister
cannot extend the law to people who are not
caught by the Act. What he can do is to exempt
people fromt the operation of the Act and declare
that certain persons and certain transacti ons
which are caught by the Act are not caught by the
Act.

But the Minister cannot extend that by regu-
lation beyond the limits which the law permits. He
cannot say, for instance, that the Credit Act w'ill
henceforth apply to any sale of icc-cream. He can-
not make a new law with that regulation.

The second point is that Mr Wells' stirring corn-
nits about the need for this Chamber to control
the destiny of the people, and so forth, were appar-
ently not the view that he expressed wvhen this very
power was incorporated into the Money Lenders
Act.

As I understand it, that Act was amended as
recently as two years ago. The same section exists
in two pieces of State legislation. It allows for this

type of exemption and I suppose it is there in other
that the commercial community is able to have a
reaction where some problem occurs. They should
be able to have a reaction within a short period
and to have an issue dealt with with some cer-
tainty.

If there is some uncertainty, and perhaps the
Government of the day is faced with that specified
exemption being overturned by this Chamber, that
will lead to commercial uncertainty. I do not want
to push this barrow in any way suggesting that the
proposals are to hidebound the proper activities of
Parliament, but this clause is exactly the same as
provisions which exist in two other pieces of legis-
lation; namely, the Money Lenders Act and the
finance brokers' legislation. They are pieces of
legislation which Mr Wells' people brought into
the House and on which he voted.

Hon. P. H. Wells: Are you sure?

Hon. PETER DOWDING: It is nice to be stir-
ring and to bring up all these wonderful principles.
The fact is that we are dealing with a piece of
commercial legislation where there is a need to
react quickly and to have a reaction with some
certainty.

The Government is opposed to the amendment.
On the advice I have received overnight the effect
of it is that the proclamations are not caught by
the Interpretation Act; so that the fact that the
proclamations do not have to come to the Parlia-
ment is correct, and the plan is one which is
recommended to us by the officers using the
precedent that has been established in those two
similar pieces of legislation.

We can speculate about the effect of the procla-
mation and its disallowance. I merely say that the
Governor- in-Cou ncilI will obviously act in relation
to this commercial legislation with his eye on the
commercial realities. That may well be the
position adopted by one or other of the Houses of
Parliament: it may not, but if a House disallowed
such a proclamation for reasons which were many
and varied, that could lead to a level of commer-
cial uncertainty.

I do not push it any further now except to say
that the Government is totally opposed to the
amendment and if the member looks, he will see
that, by amendment No. 56 of 1982, the Money
Lenders Act was amended to provide a section
which made provision for such a situation. What
was sauce for that goose is sauce for the gander!
This is not in any way a reflection on the proper
role of the Administration of the State. It is simply
an attempt to create a situation where, as in the
world of commcrce, it is necessary to act quickly,
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and that can be achieved with the certainty that
past legislation has been introduced.

I oppose the amendment.
lHon. 1. G. MEIJCALF: As the Minister who

was responsible for the amendment of the Money
Lenders Act. I must enter a protest. The amend-
ment of the Money Lenders Act was in relation to
more exactly defining exemptions and the terms of
exemptions and also to relieve guarantors from a
liability which they would otherwise have suffered.

I would like to know how clause 19(1 )(b), (d).
and (f) will work, because those paragraphs do not
relate to exemptions at all; they relate to ad-
ditions. They relate to adding in persons or classes
of persons or transactions which presumably aire
not there, because if they have to be added in, I
assume they are not in the Act at the present time.

While the Minister's argument in relation to
exemptions can well be accepted, I am afraid it
falls down in relation to the addition of items, for
the very simple reason that if we have to add in
classes of persons or transactions, then we are in
fact adding to the words of the Act, because if
they are not there, that provides a justification for
bringing them in. There is no parallel whatsoever
with the Money Lenders Act. so I fail to see the
validity of the Minister's argument in that respect.

I would be most grateful if the Minister could
inform the Chamber exactly how the provisions of
paragraphs (b), (d), and (r) will work in practice.
and who will be the classes of persons or the speci-
fied persons wvho might be brought into the Act.
"'ho or which are not there now, and what
transactions may be brought into the Act which
are not there ait the present time. If the words of
the Act are clear, we should not need to add any-
thing. That is what puzzles me and I would be
grateful for the explanation of the Minister.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I have read at all
times. and my officer confirms it. that the "add
in" power is an "add in" power only where there
has been an earlier procla mat ion that at certain
group should not be affected by the Act; the "add
in" power being an alternative to revoking that
proclamation and establishing a new one and
simply specifying that in some of those which were
exempted earlier.

I cannot imagine that the power that is granted
by this cla use could conceivably extend beyond the
wvords of the Act as it stands presently, because
that woulId be making law by procla mat ion.I
would have thought that such a proclamation
would be ultra vires. I would expect. and I have
always understood, that it wasai machinery pro-
vision which would avoid the necessity for a
partial revocation of a proclamation and I cannot

think of any circumstance in which it could be
otherwise.

Hon. P. H. WELLS: The Minister referred to
the fact that this power in respect of orders which
are not required to be tabled in Parliament ap-
pears in a number of Acts, and that is correct. It
also appears in sections 31 and 34 of the Land Act
as well as in the Local Government Act. However,
in the Acts of which I am aware. Acts wvhich
contain those powers. they are confined to an ex-
tremely narrowv area and have a number of con-
ditions attached in respect of the way in which
such powers may operate.

In those Acts where orders have a broader activ-
ity, ats is the ease under clause 19. we find a
provision included somewvhat similar to the one I
am proposing. If members check their tabled
papers. that is the reason they will find that some
orders are tabled.

If the Minister cheeks those Acts he will find
that they contain a section requiring those orders
to be tabled: the section makes them subject to the
Interpretation Act and to regulations. The Noise
Abatement Act, the Factories and Shops Act, and
the Supreme Court Act all contain a section
providing for orders to be tabled.

In a variety of Acts, a section is inserted some-
times in a very narrowv area requiring orders to be
tabled: but in the broad area where there is a fair
amount of possibility of orders being made. pre-
vious Governments, both Labor and Liberal, have
required the scrutiny of orders not only by this
Chamber, but also by the whole Parliament.

That action in no way inhibits the speed at
which at Government can wvork: it in no way in'
hibits the Minister's ability to take immediate ac-
tion required in this area. I would suspect that if
there were any necessity for action to be taken, in
no way would this provision prevent the Minister's
taking the action he desired to take.

All this does is provide a mechanism to allow
the Parliament to examine the law, the action of
the Government, and then, only if the Parliament
believes the order is not right and proper. can it be
brought to this Chamber or to the other Chamber
for examination. It will not prevent the Minister's
taking action, and in the event that it is necessary
for the Parliament to examine it. it will have that
right to do so.

Therefore, ats the Bill does not have that
narrowing which is in the Local Government Act
and in the Land Act, this amendment should be
accepted. This Bill should fatll in line with those
Acts wvhich have a section sinilar to that which is
proposed and wvhich has been included by previous
Labor and Liberal Governments.
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Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I would be grateful if
the Minister would give some examples of how he
believes this clause might be used: examples of the
situations in relation to specified persons, or speci-
fied classes of persons, or specified transactions
that might be exempted from the legislation. I
want the Minister to hear what I am saying.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon. John
Williams): The honourable member wants the at-
tention of the Minister and I think the Chamber
deserves some attention because Standing Orders
are being breached again. Members should not
stand in the aisles, lean over chairs, and talk.

Hon. 1. G. MEDCALF: I would like the Minis-
ter to answer these specific questions. Is this sec-
tion intended by the Government to be used only
where it contains adding in portions; that is, in
items (b), (d), and (f)? Is this to -apply only where
an exemption has already been granted'? I would
like some examples of what those exemptions
might be.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: We have already
had discussions with a number of
instrumentalities, in which they have sought
exemptions, and I understand that in New South
Wales it is intended that there will be a procla-
mation of an exemption for certain banking
transactions. The banks, for instance, want certain
types of term loans exempted from these pro-visions. The building societies and the credit
unions want exemption for overdrafts which are
continuing credit arrangements. No policy de-
cision has heen made, but they are examples of the
application of it.

An example of a partial exemption-and I ant
speaking here hypothetically without wishing to be
thought of as prejudging any case that might comec
up-is that of a bank which might apply for an
exemption from the provisions of certain types of
term loans. It might be that the appropriate de-
cision was to exempt them from a variety of the
obligations under the Act, except that which re-
quires some specified interest rate and the disclos-
ure obligations.

If there was then to be an exemption granted to.
say, credit unions and building societies by over-
draft transactions, and then for some reason it was
found that the exemption was appropriate only for
building societies, a proclamation could be made
adding back in the credit unions. That is the use
for this mechanism, as I understand its purpose.
The Government understands that the effect of
this provision is not to give the power to extend
particular clauses defined in the Bill as it stands.

I give an assurance that if. during the course of
further examination, that proves not to be so, I

will bring the Bill back to the Chamber after it has
finished its passage through the lower House. I
understand that to be the case, as does my officer.
Certainly it is not our intention to step beyond
that. That is not the effect of Mr Wells' amend-
ment, but that is certainly our understanding of
the position.

Hon. 1. G. Medcalf: It would apply only where
an exemption had already been granted.

I-on. PETER DOWDING: Yes.
Hon. P. H. WELLS: The Minister said that

some commercial areas wvould cause problems. and
as late as early this evening I had a call from a
person I have never met before who happened to
get hold of a copy of the Bill and saw clause 19.
This is one of at number of queries which have
come from the commercial area, and which have
involved the necessity for this unlimited power
with no check within it. That is why I think this
small check-and it is small-is needed. We have
so much subordinate legislation which does not yet
get the proper scrutiny it should. Therefore I ask
members to support the amendment.

Amendment put and a division taken with the
following result-

Hon.
lion.
Hon.
lion.
Hon.
lion.
Hion.

C. J. Bell
Tonm Knight
A. A. Lewis
P. FlI. ILockycr
G. C. MacKinnon
G. E. Masters
1.C. Medcalf

IIon.]J. M. Berinson
iIon. J. M. Brown
[ion. Peter Dowding
lion. Lyla Elliott
[ion. Kay liallahan

Ayes
l1 on . 1.0G. Pratt
IIon. Margaret McAleer
liIon. H. W. Gayfer

Ayes 14
li-on.
iIon.
Hon.
Hon.
Hon.
li-on.
Hlon.

Noes t0
H on.
Hon.
lion.
lion,
llon,

N. F. Moore
Neil Oliver
P.CG. Pendal
W. N. Stretch
P. H. Wclls
D. J. Wordsworth
V.]J. Ferry

(Teller)

Carry Kelly
Mark Nevill
S. M. Piantadosi
Torn Stephens
Fred McKenzie

(Teller)
Pairs

Noes
lion. D. K. lDans
l Ion, Graham Edwards
lion, Robert Hetherington

Amendment thus passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Schedules pui and passed.
Title put and passed.
Bill reported with an amendment.

DENTAL PROSTHETISTS BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 24 October.
[ION. FRED McKENZIE (North-East IMetro-

politan) [8.15 pin.]: I rise to support this Bill.
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There has bcen one speaker from the other side
who indicated he is opposed to the Bill. I hope that
does not reflect the attitude of the Opposition
generally. It is an important Bill and one which is
long overdue. The Government is attempting to
rcgister dental prosthetists to enable them to deal
directly with the public. Members opposite will
know that for a long lime this practice has been
going on quite illegally, but nevertheless satisfac-
torily. They will also be aware that the construc-
tion of artificial teeth is currently carried out by
people known as dental technicians. It is specialist
work that in almost every case is done by a dental
technician. I know some dentists probably carry
out that work, but there would not be many.

I see the Bill as legalising. a practice which is
currently illegal. I see absolutely nothing wrong
with that. By the same token. I recognise that the
work these people do must be confined to the area.
They are not dentists and they are not trained in
the work of dentistry. and I do not think they
intend to go outside the work they currently are
doing for dentists. If we can get rid of a middle-
man so that the consumer benefits, and he will,
why should we not do so?

Mr Wells made a long speech the other night.
quite a good one, but it was clear he was support-
ing the dentists.

Hon. P. H. Wells: No. you have got it wrong. I
support good legislation.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I am supporting the
dental prosthetists. or technicians as I know themn.

Hon. P. H. Wells: I support the qualified ones
too.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Mr Wells indicated
he Was opposed to the Bill.

lion. P. H. Wells: No, you did not listen. [ said
I supported approval of the Bill for qualified
people.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: What does the nieni-
her min by "qualified people"' Dental tech-
nicians are currently making teeth. Are they not
qualified people?! All we are trying to do is register
t he In.

Hon. P. 1-1. Wells: No. you are not.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: There are bound to
be other members like me. I have a set of teeth
which I have had for nearly 25 years. Guess how
they~ were made? By a dental technician.

Hon. P. H. Wells: Legally?

Hion. FRED McUKENZIE: Illegally. I saw
nothing wrong with it. I also have a very good
dentist, but if I get another set of teeth
made-and they arc due to be made-I hope

members, by passing this Bill. will allow me to get
them made by a prosthetist.

Hon. D.J. Wordsworth: If that is your best ar-
gument you are losing fast.

H-on. FRED McKENZIE: [ have a personal
interest because I can get them at a cut price. I
will show the member how later.

Hon. P. H. Wells: You are not going to pull
them out?

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: It is not nice to pull
out one's teeth and poke them at people! I am not
in the habit of doing that except for kids because
they get a kick out of it. No doubt other parents
have done that as well, My dentures are due for
renewal. I am holding off and hoping this Bill will
go through in its present form. If I go to a dental
prosthetist or technician to get my teeth made, I
cannot gel a refund from the health fund with
which I have taken out cover for extras because
the fund will not allow it.

Hon. P. H. Wells' You are not saying it will cost
you more to go to an illegal one?

Hlon. FRED McKENZIE: It will cost more be-
cause I cannot get a refund. If we register dental
prosthetists we will be treated in the same way as
members of the public in other States where the
health funds allow a rebate because the pros-
thetists are registered.

I have had complaints from constituents about
the fact that the health funds will not allow a
rebate. Obviously these 'people have had their
teeth made illegally by the dental technicians in
the various laboratories around the metropolitan
area.

To give somec indication of the current situation,
the dental technicians charge betweecn $200 and
$280 for a full set of dentures. Dentists charge
between $330 and $700 with an average charge of
$440. Those, figures might be exaggerated because
they were supplied by the Dental Technicians' So-
ciety. However. I have made allowances for that. I
know, froni personal experience, and from con-
tacts with constitutents. that at least $100 can be
saved by dealing directly with a dental technician.

Mr Wells asked ic whether I had read the Bill.
Of course I have.

lion. P. H. Wells: We certainly cannot register
aill technicians.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: No. only those den-
tal technicians who will make application. They
can do that only in the first 12 mionths. That is
what the grandfather clause is about. After that, it
will be up to a committee to set an examination so
that dental technicians can qualify in the future.
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The Bill states clearly that a denial technician
has to be engaged in a practice for at least five
years before he has any chance of being registered.
A lot orfFuss has been kicked up about this Bill.
There is always a lot orfFuss when we try to
register people in practices which have previously
been illegal. Members can remember the legis-
lation relating to chiropractors and the legislation
relating to optometrists. There have been several
others. Whenever a Bill is introduced that, out of
necessity. contains a grandfather clause, people
get upset.

Members can judge for themselves, but most of
the Cuss in relation to this legislation has been
kicked up by the dentists because they have an
interest in it. I do not blame them. They are a
well-knit group with an interest in keeping out the
dental technicians, although I do not know why.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Most of the fuss has been
pretty hysterical.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: There is always that
type of complaint. Members are aware of that.
However, we should be considering the public
interest.

Mr Wells, in his speech, did not produce one
shred of' evidence to indicate that we ought to be
concerned about the health of the community.
There is no evidence, from anywhere around
Australia that we should have that concern. Of
course, the legislation which we are debating, to a
large extent, is modelled on the legislation cur-
rently operating in New South Wales and
Tasmania. because we want to extend our legis-
la tion into the a rea of pa rtial dent ures.

I want to bring to the House's attention an
article which appeared in the Denial Reporter in
April 1984 and which contained comments by
Commissioner Kirby, the Chairman of the
Australian Law Reform Commission. He was not
speaking on a Law Reform Commission matter.
HeI was merely putting forward his own views on
this subject of other people being permitted to
practice in the dental field. The article is headed
"Kirby criticises dentists on altitude towards hy-
gicnistsX Hygiene is another section, I understand
that. Hygienists are not a part of the dental tech-
nicians' area, they are another industry. The
article states-

The chairman of the Australian Law
Reform Commission, Justice Michael Kirby,
has bluntly criticised the dental profession for
resisting reforms which would permit the use
of para-dental personnel.

Justice Kirby was delivering the Wilkinson
Oration at the 10th Congress of the

Australian Society of Orthodontists in
Melbourne last month.

He made it clear that his reniarks applied
to the dental profession as a whole, rather
than singling out orthodontists. fie also said
that his comments reflected iersonal views.
and that the Law Reform Commission was
not currently looking into the question of hy-
gienists.

"Dentists would be among the first to con-
demn featherbedding including for reasons or
technological change, when it appears
amongst ear assembly workers or modern
t ra in cond ucto rs", hte sa id.

"They must apply the same principles to
their own profession.

"Indeed, they must do so with great vigour,
because of the very fact that they assert a
claimr to professionalism.

"The boast of professionalism carries with
it the obligation always to be guided,
ultimrately, by the community's interest even
to personal disadvantages.

Later on. he says-
The question I raise is whether that resist-

ance is based upon a true evaluation of the
public's interest in dental hygiene, or upon an
introspective and selfish perception of the
self-interest of dental professional.

That is how I currently see this Bill, and I can
understand the resistance. I understand that den-
tists do not want these people to be registered.
They may not want that for their own gain, but
they feel they have a responsibility to protect
people who are entering the industry.

As 1 said, 1 can show members some examples
of costs which indicate that dentists have an
interest to try to keep dental technicians, or pros-
thetists as they arc to be known if this Bill is
passed. from dealing direct ly with the public.

I want to quote also from a dental bulletin
issued by the Australian Dental Association,
Western Australian Branch. Some comment was
made which indicates the reasons that dentists are
opposed to this legislation. The article is headed
"The President's Message". I will read part of
that message. It states-

The proposed legislation to register dental
technicians to deal directly with the public
draws ever nearer.

The Minister for Health. Mr. Barry
H-odge, has met with a group from the
Australian Dental Technicians' Society over
recent months to discuss legislation for a
proposed Act to facilitate registration.
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Such legislation could include the right to
construct partial dentures and a liberal
"~Grandfather"' clause.

That indicates that what Mr Wells said the other
night is not correct. This article is dated July
1983. It is a little old now, but nevertheless, it is
still quite valid. I will go over a couple of points
raiscd in the article. It states-

Despite individual opinions that this legis-
lation should not be opposed by the Branch-

That indicates that some dentists have an opinion
that this legislation should not be opposed, but
that indicates also that the feeling is not
unanimous. The article continues-

Despite individual opinions that this legis-
lation should not be opposed by the Branch
(usually because the holder of such opinions
is doing very well, thank you, and does not
like deniure work), the mainstream of opinion
in the profession is against such legislation.

The article is saying that the mainstream of
opinion is clearly against the legislation, but not
all opinion is against it. I want to add those
remarks to the remarks made by Mr Justice
Kirby.

I have indicated to the House that the main
reason we should adopt this measure is to allow
the consumer to obtain a better deal. In this re-
spect I have outlined the fact that consumers
would get a better deal because the dentures
would be cheaper.

I have in my hand a set of partial dentures
which I will hold up so that members can see
them. Unfortunately I cannot have them incorpor-
ated in Hansard!.

Hon. P. H. Wells: Arc they yours?
Hon. FRED McKENZIE: No they are not.
Hon. P. H. Wells: The chap who came to me

had a case full Of them.
Hon. Lyla Elliott: It might put some teeth into

the Bill!
Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Yes, it may well.
I indicate to members that that partial denture

was niade at the request of a dentist and it cost the
dentist 5150O. I have with me a copy of the account
from ihe dental technician to the dentist. Do mem-
bers know what the dentist charged the consumer
for this denture? It was $425. I want to make it
clear that that is an extreme case. However, that
sort of thing happens.

With this Bill the Government is trying to give
the public freedom of choice. If they wish to con-
tinue going to the dentist for their dentures. they
can do so.

Hon. P. H. Wells: What in ibis Bill is to stop a
dental technician who wanted to charge the same
price as the dentist from charging that price?

H-on. FRED McKENZIE: Nothing, except
competition from others in the industry. Also, the
middleman will be eliminated. That choice will be
given to the public.

I have enough confidence in dental technicians
to deal directly with them and I have done so in
the past-illegally. I guarantee that if one
surveyed the 91 members of this Parliament, it
would be found that others have done the same
thing.

Hon. S. M. Piantadosi: Mr Wells believes in a
closed shop.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: In your ease we believe in a
closed mouth!

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I refer to the figures
relating to the number of dental technicians who
wish to be registered as prosthetists. I agree that
not all, in fact probably only a small number, wish
to become registered. It is true that some people
prefer to work for a dentist as a dental technician
and do not want to work in a different capacity. If
they do not want to become registered prosthetists.
they do not have to do so. They cant continue
working in the same way as previously. There will
always be some technicians employed at the Perth
Dental Hospital.

I think Mr Wells indicated that the number of
dental technicians in Western Australia is between
250 and 300.

Hon. P. H. Wells: You checked the Bureau of
Statistics figures, I suppose?

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Yes, I did, and the
Bureau of Statistics estimated that there were
246. with 218 working in the metropolitan area.

The former Government set up a committee,
and in its notes it admitted that it had been estab-
lished there was no accurate account of the num-
ber of dental technicians engaged in the trade in
Western Australia. However, based on infor-
mation supplied from members of the Australian
Dental Technicians' Society it was estimated at 21
May 1982 that the number was 170. The previous
Government set up the committee, but did not
proceed with the proposition of licensing dental
tech nicians to deal d irect ly wit h the publ ic.

We do not have an accurate figure on the num-
ber of denial technicians in this State. This Bill is
supported by the Australian Dental Technicians'
Society and by the laboratory owners association.
I have evidence of that support. The ADTS has
I10 members.
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Hon. P. G. Pendal: You would expect both
bodies to support it.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Yes, and it is wrong
to say that dental technicians do not support the
Bill.

Hon. P.OG. Pendal: Some do not.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Some do not, but
most do.

Hon. P. H. Wells: How can you say how many
support it when you do not have the numbers?

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: That is true, but I
have told members that there are 110 members of
the society in Western Australia; some support the
Bill and others do not. I indicated earlier that
some technicians support the establishment of
prosthetists and have admitted that in an article in
the Dental Reporter. Therefore, these arguments
are not relevant.

I draw to members' attention statements that
have been made by dentists. This is a very import-
ant area and relates to the claim by dentists that
dental technicians should not be allowed to make
partial dentures. I hope the attitude of members of
the Opposition will be different from that of Mr
Wells who has a number of amendments on the
Notice Paper. Although the amendments deal
only with three parts of the Bill, they are quite
extensive. I hope that a sufficient number of mem-
bers will disagree with Mr Wells to allow this Bill
to go through.

Hon. P. H. Wells: What has the Labor Govern-
ment in Victoria allowed in relation to partial
dentures?

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I am not talking
about Victoria. This Government has decided that
it will have legislation, and it believes this legis-
lation is the best in Australia. Surely we can make
that determination and not have to play follow the
leader all the time. The ADTS stated that, under
the terms of the proposed legislation-

Every person requiring to have a partial
denture made will have to have a mouth
examination by a dentist. This it not the case
at the present time.

The PRESIDENT: I suggest the honourable
member should not direct his comments to Hon. P.
H. Wells, but to the Chair.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I am sorry, Mr
President. I realise I should be addressing my
remarks to you and I will do so.

The following comment was also made-

The Dentists have said that 100 per cent of
all mouths requiring a partial denture will
need mouth preparation (i.e. drilling of live

teeth to accommodate denture). This is an
untrue statement, less than 10 per cent of
teeth require mouth preparation, and this
procedure would be carried out by the Den-
tist,

There are many issues with which we can deal in
the Committee stage, if necessary. That is when
the importance of this kind of evidence becomes
apparent.

For the benefit of Mr Masters, I bring the fol-
lowing article to his attention. It was written by
Kay Maisey and appeared in the Daily News,
under the heading "Bans used in fight over Bill'. I
will quote from this article because I think Mr
Masters will be very sympathetic to this particular
cause: I have often heard him talking about unions
on building sites. The article stated-

Trouble is brewing in the dental industry.
The cause is the Dental Prosthetics Bill

being debated in the Legislative Council this
week.

Some members of the Australian Dental
Association (ADA) have taken their oppo-
sition to the Bill into the realm of anonymous
bans.

Several dentists have enforced unofficial
bans on any dental technician who the Bill.

I assume it means "who supports the Bill'. The
quote continues-

The bans have severed work relationships
between dentists and dental technicians
which have existed from a few months to
many years.

A meeting of the Australian Dental Tech-
nicians Society was told that if the banning of
laboratories worsened, it was likely that jobs
would be lost, particularly apprenticeships.

Members said it had become known that if
technicians were openly in favour of the Bill,
their livelihoods would be threatened.

I will not read all of it, but a point in respect of
overseas work being advertised in Australia reads
as follows-

But the dentists are determined to quash
support for the Bill and to maintain the status
of the existing work relationship.

They have threatened to send denture pre-
scriptions interstate or overseas.

Southern Cross Laboratories, an
Australian-owned company operating out of
Hong Kong, has circularised dentists
throughout Australia looking for business.

There are similar laboratories in
Singapore, Taiwan and Manila.
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They will have the dentures made overseas. I have
seen the advertisements and in fact I have a copy
of one of them here. I will ask to have it incorpor-
ated in Hansard.

Hon. P. G. Pendal Thai really has nothing to
do with the Bill.

Hon. FRED McKENZI E: It is a moot point.
It has been alleged that the dentists have

attempted to intimidate people in this matter so
that they will not speak out.

Hon. G. E. Masters: I do not condone that.
Hon. FRED McKENZIE: I thought the Leader

of the Opposition would be interested to know
that. I might gain a bit of support on that point. I
know Mr Masters is a very influential man. When
he sees that sort of thing going on, I am sure it will
touch his soft spot and he will ensure that the
people are properly registered so that the intimi-
dation ceases. We are battling for numbers on this
side of the House, and I am doing my very best to
advance reasons to gain support for the end of this
sort of intimidation.

During his speech, Mr Wells said that he had
doubts about insurance companies indemnifying
prosthetists against liability. In New South Wales,
a major Australian insurance group provides the
following insurance-

.. professional indemnity insurance to Den-
tal Prosthetists. Cover is $300 000, coupled
with an additional $300 000 public liability
cover.

Therefore, we can put that question to one side.
Such insurance is already operating in other parts
of Australia.

I will conclude my remarks by quoting a couple
of letters of which I have copies. I have a letter
from the Premier of Tasmania. Tasmania was
mentioned-

Hon. P. G. Pendal: You said before you would
not bring other States into it. You did not want to
discuss Victoria.

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: Other States have
been brought into it. Members have made
statements in this House that we are doing a ter-
ribly dangerous thing. I will put that sort of com-
ment down.

The letter from the Premier of Tasmania is
addressed to Mr Edwards, who also lives in
Tasmania. As I understand it, he had requested
some information from the Premier. Robin Gray
the Premier, said the following in his letter-

Thank you for your letter of 8 August
1984. regarding your submission to Members
of the West Australian Parliament.

The Minister for Health, Mr Cleary, has
advised that the record of dental mechanics in
Tasmania over the past 27 years, is one of an
efficient and valuable service to the public.

I hope Mr Wells is listening to this. The letter
continues-

Very few complaints against dental mnech-
anics have been recorded.

That is the record over 27 years in Tasmania.
Even Mr Wells would agree that comparable
legislation is of some effect. Dental mechanics
have been operating legally in Tasmania for 27
years, and very few complaints have been recorded
against them.

The letter from the Premier of Tasmania con-
tinues-

Mr Cleary and I are quite satisfied with
the standard of service that dental mechanics
are providing in Tasmania.

I also have a letter on file-

Hon. P. G. Pendlal: You took no notice of the
Premier of Tasmania on the dam issue. Why are
you taking notice of him on this issue?

Hon. FRED McKENZIE: The dam does not
have anything to do with this Bill. I know that Mr
Pendal is very good at bringing in irrelevancies.
However, I will persevere because I have another
letter from Tasmania which is addressed to Han.
W. Hassell M LA, the Leader of the Opposition in
WA. It is dated 14 August 1984, and it reads as
follows-

Dentist Act 1957

This Bill which authorized the registration
of dental mechanics to carry out work on and
the manufacture of dentures for the public,
was before the Parliament before I became a
Member of the Tasmanian Legislative Coun-
cil,

I will just interpolate to tell members the identity
of the person who wrote the letters, it is Sir
Geoffrey Foot. He continued-

S.I.but I was involved in some of the nego-
tiations. about the issues. Later, as a member
and Leader for the Liberal Government in
the Council,

That House has a similar standing to ours. The
letter continued-

...I observed the Act's outworkings.

Its application has been most successful
and entirely for the benefit of the community.
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That is a very important point. To continue-
You no doubt know that similar legislation

has been enacted in most other States with
similar good results.

All States except Queensland have similar legis-
lation, bui in same States the legislation is not as
good as the legislation that we are proposing.
Nevertheless, it is similar legislation. The letter
from Sir Geoffrey Foot continued-

I am not a dentist nor a dental mechanic. I
write as a disinterested person, no longer a
Parliamentarian, who has heard that the Bill
is before your Parliament.

Yours sincerely,
Sir Geoffrey Foot

That is a very important letter, and members on
the other side ought to take note of it. I hope they
have enought sense to digest what Sir Geoffrey
Foot said. I am not in the habit of quoting what
Liberals say-it is a bad practise to do that; but
the letter contains valuable information.

I strongly support the Bill. The consumer has an
interest in the Bill, and I like to be known as the
champion of the consumer. As I said earlier, I
want to be one of the first in the queue for den-
tures when this Bill becomes law. In my position, I
am a law-maker; I do not want to be a law-
breaker.

I support the Bill.

[interruption from the gallery.]

The PRESIDENT- Order! If people in the gal-
lery wish to remain, they will be quiet.

HON. LYLA ELLIOTT (North-East Metro-
politan) [8.50 p.m.]: I have much pleasure in sup-
porting this Bill. As most members would be
aware, it honours an election commitment on the
part of the Government. and it has in fact been
part of Labor Party policy for a number of years
to introduce legislation to enable suitably qualified
dental technicians to deal directly with the public.
That policy was spelt out pretty clearly in the
policy speech made by the Premier prior to the
last election and in his subsequent address to Par-
liament on 28 July last year.

I suppose it is inevitable that legislation such as
this would become controversial because vested
interests are involved and, of course that always
engenders a good degree of emnotion. I can respect
the right of any group to protect the interests of
the members of that group with facts, good argu-
nient, and logic, but I am afraid that some of the
representatives of the dental profession who have
been involved in the publicity campaign against
the Bill have done their colleagues a great disserv-
ice by descending to what I regard as rather un-

dignified and childish stunts, some of them quite
offensive.

I am sure that all members received this docu-
ment entitled "Their machine-Got you
stumped?" put out by the Australian dental con-
sumers' advisory protection society, a document
which I regarded as an insult to my intelligence. I
do not know what other members thought of it,
but it certainly did not help the case of the dentists
in their opposition to the legislation.

On the other hand, I believe the dental tech-
nicians have comported themselves with dignity
and mna responsible man ner.

The present Opposition has always claimed to
support the principle of freedom of the individual.
The public has clearly shown that it wants free-
dom of choice in respect of the obtaining of den-
tures. For many years, as we all know, Western
Australian people in significant numbers have
been seeking the services of dental technicians di-
rectly even though the law did not provide for it
and they could not claim on their health benefit
funds for it.

The legislation of this State is obviously way
behind public opinion on this matter and also be-
hind the law in other States where dental tech-
nicians have been granted their chairside status as
prosthetists for some time now.

The technicians in Tasmania have had the right
since 1957, Victoria since 1976, and New South
Wales since 1979, although they were registered
in that State in 1975, and of course a Bill was
passed in South Australia earlier this year. In
most eases this legislation was also bitterly
opposed by the dental profession in those States.
However, despite this the legislation went ahead
and from the correspondence and reports I have
seen, it has been an outstanding success.

1, of course, exclude South Australia from this
because the legislation has not had sufficient time
to work in that State, but certainly I have read
and heard of the success of the relevant legislation
in those three States. Far from the public's suffer-
ing or being exploited. I understand that there has
actually been an increase in efficiency and cus-
tomer satisfaction.

No doubt, all members received the information
folder from the Australian Dental Technicians'
Society containing copies of correspondence on the
position in other States. I want to refer in particu-
lar to the extract from an address by Dr T. E.
Canning who was an original member oF the den-
tal mechanics registration board in Tasmania and
who served on that board for approximately eight
years. At the same time, prior to, and during that
period of service, he was also President of the
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Australian Dental Association. I am sure that
members read that reference and I just remind
them that he spoke in very complimentary terms
about the conduct of the dental technicians in
Tasmania following registration.

I intended to quote the letter of Mr Robin Gray.
the Premier of Tasmania. but Hon. Fred
McKenzie has already donc so.

Hon. John Williams: It was a good letter.

Hon. LYLA ELLIOTT: According to a letter
from the previous Minister for Health in New
South Wales (Mr Laurie Brereton) dated 15
December last year, the legislation in that State
was a complete success in respect of the standard
of work of the technicians and their attitudes to
patients. Now because none of the dire
consequences predicted by the dentists occurred in
those States. I am told that there is no longer any
hostility from that quarter, or not to any great
extent, anyway. In fact, according to one article I
read, dentists are in some cases referring patients
direct to licensed prosthetists to save costs.

It appears that three main objections to the Bill
are raised by the Australian Dental Association.
Firstly, there is what is referred to as the grand-
Father clause-clause 18 (2)-which is the clause
that lion. Peter Wells seeks to delete. I want to
make a number of brief points in respect of retain-
ing this clause. In the first place, a similar pro-
vision was contained in the original legislation in
New South Wales, Victoria, and Tasmania.

Hon. P. H-. Wells: Are you sure?

I-on. LYLA ELLIOTT: Such clauses are fairly
standard in situations where people have been
working in different professions for a long period
prior to registration or licensing being introduced;
for example-and these examples have already
been referred to by Hon. Fred
McKenzie-chiropractors and optometrists. I
obtained the two Acts covering those professions.
and I want to read to the Chamber the relevant
sections which are comparable to clause 18(2)
which we seek to insert into this Bill.

In the Chiropractors Act which was introduced
in 1964. under the side note "registration of chiro-
practors" section 20 (2) reads-

(2) Every, person shall be entitled to be
registered under this Act who satisfies the
Board that at any time before the commence-
mnitt of this Act-

(i) he has for five years at least practised
the calling of a chiropractor (the last two
years of which were in Western
Australia) and has during that period
used as his description the word.

"~chiropractor" alone or as a principal
word of his description: and

(ii) he has acquired such knowledge and has
had in Western Australia such practical
experience in chiropractic as in the
opinion of the Board is sufficient to en-
able him to perform efficiently the duties
of a chiropractor.

Subsection (3) provides that registration must
be sought within one year, and this is similar to
the clause in our Bill. I just remind members that
a number of very good chiropractors would have
been prevented from practising had that provision
not been included in the original Bill. I am sure
that everyone is familiar with the name of
Martinovich in Fremantle, and the Martinovich
chiropractors were registered under that provision.

The Optometrists Act which was introduced in
1940 contained the same sort of provision. Section
34 of that Act reads as follows-
Registiafl'on Any person who wvithin six months, after
Practisingas the commencement of this Act makes
or opTicians application in the prescribed manner to
at hecom- teBadfrrgsrto ne hsAt
neoncemhe BadfrrgitainudethsAt
ofINiSACt. and proves to the satisfaction of the

Board, and, if so required after personal
attendance before the Board, that-

(aI) he is over the age of twenty-one years
and is a person of good character; and

(b) immediately prior to the commencement
of this Act he had been continuously and
bona fide engaged within Australia for
not less than five years in the practice of
optometry, either as an optometrist or
optician, or as an employee of an
optometrist or optician, or partly as such
optometrist or optician and partly as
such employee; or

Subsection (c) refers to people who have been
engaged in the practice for three years. The sec-
tion concludes as follows-

shall be entitled, on paynient of the
prescribed registration fee and the prescribed
certificate fee, to be registered as an
optometrist under this Act, and shall be so
registered by the Board.

The final quote I have is relevant too, and it is
from the Dental Act 1920. Many young dentists
today probably do not realise that their own early
legislation also contained "'hat was called a grand-
father clause for people who had been practising
in that field when the legislation was prepared.
Those people were not required to undertake any
examinations or to produce any further qualifi-
cations to the registration board, to be registered.
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The 1920 Act included a section 4 which related
to the registration of a practitioner, subject to
examination. The section provided the way in
w'hich certain people could be registered after
examination, and at the end said-

(d) Provided that the following persons shall
bc entitled to be registered by the Board
as dentists, that is to say-

Every person w'ho for seven years
prior to the 1st day of August. 1920,
has been engaged in Western
Australia or in the dental corps of the
Australian Imperial Forces in the
work of a dental surgery assistant by
the performance of dental operations
in the mouth, and "'ho was on the 1st
day of August. 1920, alone or with co-
partners an employer of or in partner-
ship with any dentist.

When introducing that Bill in the Council Hon. H.
P. Colebatch. who "'as the Minister for Education,
made quite a point of the fact that this subsection
of the Bill did not require a person to undertake
any examination. He said-

I think there is ample precedent for what is
proposed to be done even under this provision.
The New South Wales Act of 1916 makes
this provision-

Any person who proves to the satisfac-
tion of the board that he has practised in
dentisiry in New South Wales on his
o"'n account for not less than eight years
prior to the commencement of this Act
shall -be entitled to be registered under
the Act.

He then went on to talk about an Act passed in
Victoria in 1910. which included a similar pro-
vision. So. not only the Chiropractors Act and the
Optometrisis Act, but also the dentists' Act itself
contained a provision in the original legislation
which could be called a grandfather clause.

What sort of people wvill be affected by the
grandfather clause? We are talking about people
"'ho have been dealing with the public for 2010o 30
years in some cases. While the great majority of
the technicians today have the trade qualifications
there are, no doubt, a few whlo do not because
"'hen they began practising their trade there was
no course available. How'ever, because of good
wvorkmanship and good public relations over the
years they have built up a business and that fact
cannot be denied: otherwvise, they, would not still
be in business.

I am given to understand that these people are
prepared to undertake any additional training or
lectures required of them.

I ask: What is the alternative if we are to delete
this clause. We will take their livelihood away
from them and force them to seek unemployment
benefits.

Hon. P. H. Wells: What are they doing now?
Hon. LYLA ELLIOTT: I am talking about

people who are practising now, albeit illegally, but
they are providing a service to the community and
that is what we are trying to regulate. Members
would be silly if they tried to deny that fact. These
people will still have to prove to the commissioner
that they are fit and proper persons to hold a
licence.

The second point raised by the ADA and which
Mr Wells is seeking to delete fromn the Bill-

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. P. H.
Lockyer): Order! The two members "'ho wish to
hold a private conversation should leave the
Chamber. I am listening closely to the member's
speech.

I-on. LYLA ELLIOTT: -concerns the pro-
vision dealing with the ability of technicians to fit
partial dentures, and that is to be found in clause
19(l)(b).

It is my understanding that this provision is
included in the New South WVales and Tasmanian
Acts and, as that has been shown by the corre-
spondence referred to already, it has not caused
any problems in those States. I have not seen any
evidence regarding serious oral problems that have
resulted from the activities of dental prosthectists
in those States or in this State. where this work
has been performed for many years by ccrtatn
technicians w'orking directly with the public. In
addition to past experience in this and other
States. I believe there are sufficient safeguards in
this Bill for the public. One requirement is that a
person seeking a partial denture or replacement
must obtain a certificate of oral health, before a
technician can accept a person as a patient. The
technician, or prosthetist as he will be known.
must also have an endorsement on his licence to
perform the work. I am saying "his", but I assume
there will be wvomen involved in the industry.
When I say "his" please also take it to mean "her"
as well.

As I wvas saying. the prosihetist "'ill have an
endorsement on his licence to perform the work.
and he will not obtain that endorsement unless the
conmmissioner is satisfied he is a competent. Fit,
and proper person io do that work. As Mr
McKenzie has said there is nowv no certificate of
oral health, and no protection for the public.

Mr McKenzie referred also to the figure of 10
per cent wvhich has been quoted as being the per-
centage of the public needing partial dentures who
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require sonic preparation of the mouth to enable
the dentures to be designed correctly.

Of course, this will be done by the dentists. To
continue with the safeguards to which I was refer-
ring, an advisory committee will be appointed to
oversee the training and licensing of the pros-
thetists and it will be representative of the den-
tists. dental technicians, the relevant educational
authority, and consumers. Severe penalties w'ill be
imposed on a person who practises without a li-
cence or who performs a procedure for which he is
not licensed. The commissioner can suspend or
revoke a licence or endorsement.

Despite the fact that there has been a lot of
direct contact between the public and the tech-
nicians in this State already, I ask in how many
cases have technicians been fined for practising
illegally? Very few. So where is the evidence that
the public has suffered serious oral damage at the
hands of those practising independently? Surely, if
there had been such cases where negligence had
been occuring. the people concerned would have
been charged and convicted. Why have not the
dentists raised this problem with the Government
long before now?

I referred earlier to an extract from an address
by Dr T. E. Canning, who was an original member
of the Dental Mechanics Registration Board in
Tasmania. He served on the board for eight or
nine years. and he w'as~ a'lso president of the
Australian Denial Association during the passage
of simnilar legisla tion in Tasinania. Dr Canning
said the following-

I have had the experience of observing.
through eyes which I hope are not too clouded
by prejudice, the unfolding of the results of
the 1957 legislation.

I have learned something of the problems
of the dental technicians and dental mnech-
anics, and know those of my profession well
enough. Firstly, let me say that many, of the
fears entertained by dentistry ats to what
would happen. have not eventuated. If dental
mechanics have deviated from the broad code
of ethics laid dowvn in the regulations of the
Act. then it has not come to my notice. nor
that of the Dental Mechanics Registration
Board, and it must be borne in mind that the
regulations are the same for dentist and
mechanic.

In short the dental mechanic has behaved
himself. as was to be expected, as his own
dignity and interests were best served by so
doing. and he has shown himself to be respon-
sible enough to fit into this pattern. In the
recognition of abnormalities, the mechanic

appears to exercise reasonable caution, and
does not hesitate to refer them for opinion or
correction..

Those words came from a man who should know
what he is talking about. He was closely
associated with the industry in Tasmania for a
number of years. and was a dentist.

Another argument which has been raised by the
ADA is that work performed by prosthetists will
not be carried out more cheaply than work
performed by dentists. It would appear that that
has not been the experience in other States, and
that there has been a distinct difference in cost.

I am informed that the price charged for both
full and partial dentures by prosthetists in New
South Wales is about two-thirds of the price
charged by dentists. I have been provided with a
couple of lists of recommended prices in New
South Wales and I would like to mention three
items from those lists. One list was put out by the
Australian Dental Association and it is dated I
November 1983.

Item 7 11 refers to a complete maxillary denture
and the price recommended by the New South
Wales branch of the Australian Dental Associ-
ation is $302. The recommended price of the den-
tal technicians for the same service is $210. The
price recommended by the Australian Dental As-
sociation for a complete mandibular denture is
$302, and by the dental technicians it is $210.
Therefore, the prices charged by the dental tech-
nicians are two-thirds of that charged by the den-
tal profession.

With regard to partial dentures-item 727.
metal partial denture-the recommended price by
the Australian Dental Association is $484 and by
the technicians it is $330. I am referring to the
prices charged in New South Wales.

Coming closer to home I am sure that aill meal-
bers in this House have received a copy of at re-
ceipi fromt the Australian IDental Association in
the name of J. J. Mitsikias for work performed for
a Mr R. Hooper. The receipt was for $450 and on
the bottom of the receipt a representative from
ADA made a number of statements-all deroga-
tory of course. The important point reads as fol-
lows-

H-is charges are higher than QUALIFIED
DENTISTS. I-IRS. of W.A. stated that the
average fee charged by dentists for full upper
and lower dentures (item 711 ) was $442.96.
(April 1984)

I will not read out the other comments because the
important point concerns the price that was
charged. We have been told that a dental tech-
nician by the name of J. J. Mitsikas charged Mr
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Hooper more for an upper and lower denture than
is normally charged by dentists. I received a dif-
ferent story from the dental technicians. They said
that the account for $450 was not just for a full set
of dentures. They said that the cost of the full
upper and lower dentures was $250 and that the
other $200 was charged for two gold inlays.

[Laughter from gallery.]
Hon. LYLA ELLIOTT: I have no reason to

doubt the accuracy of the information I have been
given.

In addition. Mr Mitsikas repaired an old full
upper denture plus new teeth and rebase, what-
ever that is. It appears that he did not charge for
that part of the work done. The information I have
received reads as Follows-

Mr Hooper lost lower denture in accident
and was unable to get an appointmmient
immediately with a dentist and wats advised
that he would have to wait for one month for
an appointment. Mr Hooper was referred to
Mitsikas by a dentist who knew that Mitsikas5
wvould be able to assist Mr Hooper straight
away.

Mr Hooper had an appointment with
Mitsikas initially at 10.00 am, on 12 June
1984 followed by further visits culminating
with a final appointment on 13 June at 1.00
p.m. when he picked up the finished denture
work. Mr Mitsikas completed the denture
work as quickly as possible to allow Mr
Hooper to return to his commitments in the
country.

Mr H-ooper has stated that he has given no
authority to any, private health fund to pass a
copy of his receipt issued by Mr Mitsikas for
payment of the above denture work onto a
third party. Mr Hooper has received no re-
bate from the private health fund of which he
"'as a member. Mr Hooper is happy to sign a
statement related to the above mentioned
facts when he visits Perth next week.

A very misleading picture was painted by the
Australian Dental Association (WA Branch)
which has been clearly discredited. Nobody will be
forced to go to a dental prosthetist when such
people become licensed under this legislation.
People will still be able to go to a dentist, if that is
their choice, to obtain dentures.

I suppose there will always be isolated
cases-memnbers of any profession may be incom-
petent or negligent. This could apply to the mecdi-
cal profession, to lawyers, and to dentists them-
selves. But as long as adequate measures exist in
relevant legislation, and action can be taken
against such people by means of heavy lines-in
this case up to $2 000-or by suspending or

deregistering then surely adequate protection is
provided for consumers. These safeguards exist in
this Bill.

The Bill will achieve a number of positive
things. Firstly. it will do away with the highly
unsatisfactory situation of technicians operating
outside the law. Secondly. it will introduce proper
training and examinations for those who wish to
be licensed. In addition to the three-year appren-
ticeship which dental technicians now serve, there
will be additional training for those wishing to
become prosthetists. This will probably be a two-
year course in oral pathology and other associated
areas. In future, denial prosthetists must have a
minimum oF five years' training before being li-
censed to deal directly with the public.

The third positive achievement is that by
allowing the public to deal directly with the tech-
nician, they will receive a more personalised and
expeditious servtce.

The fourth point is that by cutting out the
middleman there will be a big reduction in costs to
the consumer, and I hope people will be able to
claim refunds for work done by prosthetists from
their health insurance fund. as they can do in the
other States.

In conclusion, I want to draw a comparison
between the present legislation and that
introduced in 1972 to register dental therapists. It
is interesting and at little ironical to see that Mr
Wells quoted a letter from a Miss Linda Andrews,
who was the president of the dental therapists
association, warning of the dangers of this Bill. I
do not know how old Miss Andrews is, and
whether she is old enough to remember the debate
which took place on the Bill-introduced in 1972
by the Tonkin Government-to register dental
therapists. I very well remember the campaign
conducted against the legislation at that time by
certain people in the dental profession. There were
letters in the Press, and statements by ADA rep-
resentatives warning of the dangers of the legis-
lation and the problems it would cause. One den-
tist drew an analogy between cheap dentistry and
cheap brain surgery.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: It has not changed much.

Hon LYLA ELLIOTT: I wvent through sonic
old letters to the editor which appeared at the time
in The West Alustralian. This one appeared on 14
November 1972, and it was headed, -Support for
the Dentistry Bill". Mr A. F. H1. Graebner, senior
lecturer in dental therapy. WA Institute of Tech-
nology. replied to a letter by Brian Atkinson. I will
not read the w'hole letter, but the final paragraph
reads-
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I appeal to those in the dental profession
whose opinions may well influence public
thought to be sure of their facts before
commenting on the Bill which is designed not
only to promote better dental health in the
community, but to also make it readily avail-
able to all people regardless of their financial
circumstances.

I thought that those comments could equally be
applied to this Bill. The dental therapists have
been working in the State for nearly 12 years and
have been shown to have made a great contri-
bution to the dental health and well-being of the
community. I firmly believe this legislation too
can only be in the best interests of the people of
Western Australia. and I have much pleasure in
supporting it.

HON. W. N. STRETCH (Lower Central) [9.25
p.m.]: I must say how much I enjoyed the speech
of Hon. Fred McKenzie. I confess though that he
upset my form of address, because when he started
producing those teeth out of his drawer, rather like
a rabbit out of a hat-

Several members interjected.

H-on. W. N. STRETCH: -we wondered what
would emerge next! It made me go through my
file, where I found an admittedly exaggerated let-
ter about another person who kept such things in
his collection.

I warn the Government also that that same let-
ter holds dire consequences for the Burke Govern-
ment. It was sent to me, and it concerns a "dental"
czar. I would normally put that sort of thing aside,
but it concerned a man large in stature with very
strong and supple hands. He was one of the
greatest tyrants in history. This czar took some-
thing of a liking to amnateur dentistry. Having
organised his coachman, the article goes on to say
that he then turned his attention to the dental
affairs of the rest of his community. This is a
warning to the Ministers in the Burke Govern-
ment. H-e said this-

Having removed his coachman's tooth, the
Czar then turned his attention to the dental
state of the rest of his entourage, testing their
teeth with the stem of his ivory pipe. When
the party resumed its journey, there was
scarcely anyone who was not holding a blood-
stained handerchief to his
mouth.. . Whenever he saw anyone looking
anxious in his Council of Ministers, the czar
would inform him that his problem was
toothache .. .The astonished patient would
tell the czar that what he really had "'as a
slight headache.

I can see this would have a dire effect on the
Minister's officials.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: We do not have a czar.
Hon. W. N. STRETCH: We heard we have the

best leader in Australia!.
Several members interjected.
Hon. W. N. STRETCH: To get down to the

more serious remarks made by Hon. Lyla Elliott, I
agree that in 1920 there was probably a need for a
grandfather clause. I am old enough to remember
teeth being extracted with a piece of string on a
door handle. I actually saw that happen once, and
I cleaned my teeth religiously thereafter. It is not
necessary to remind the House about advances in
the state of dentistry from 1920 until today. It is
now somewhat different. In those days one must
remember that anybody who could alleviate the
excruciating pain of acute toothache was
welcomed. Nobody liked going to the dentist then.

The point Hon. Lyla Elliott was making is not
relevant because the total state of the art has
changed so much in 64 years. The biological and
bacterial sciences in those days were barely
dreamt of as far as dentistry was concerned; they
were just starting in the medical profession. The
dental profession at that stage was confined to the
treatment of emergency procedures, so I cannot
swallow the member's argument. Times have
changed, and Hon. Lyla Elliott and the Govern-
ment must change with them.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: We are leading the
change.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: The member is leading
the change, but what about the rest of Western
Australia? Where are they leading us?

Several members interjected.
Hon. W. N. STRETCH: If this Government

intends to legislate to cover every person who has
been practising illegally in every field in Western
Australia, I can only say we are in for some very
late nights and we shall be sitting around the clock
365 daysof the year. It is absurd.

Several members interjected.
H-on. W. N. STRETCH: Do Government mem-

bers intend to say. "Cheer up all you sinners out
there. Don't bother to repent. The Burke Govern-
ment will pass similar legislation and everything
will be made right"? That is no way in which to
operate.

I return to the text of my speech on the Bill
after complimenting Hon. Fred McKenzie on his
contribution. It can only be said that the Dental
Prosthetists Bill has had a rather long gestation
period and it is certainly having a protracted and
difficult birth, which is probably due as much to
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the ineptitude and inexperience of the midwife as
to the awkwardness of the infant.

However, no-one should be surprised at this
slate or affairs, because the Bill touches on some-
thing which is very dear to all of us; that is, our
dental health. When the chips are down and one's
teeth are hurting, one's arm is sore, or one needs
some sort of medical or dental treatment, one
always looks for the very best.

I know we have heard a great deal about saving
$100 or $200, but when one is suffering in this
way, somehow all families manage to get the best
treatment available. Everyone knows that argu-
ment is true. We advert again to the tbest new
leader in Australia". I believe he had backache,
and did we find him queueing up at Royal Perth
Hospital to take his chances with the intern on
duty? I do not think so. When one checks thec
position, one finds he had the very best of private
hospital treatment.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: He has a choice, doesn't
he?

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: Yes. The Federal
Labor Minister for Health had a sick child. Did he
go down to the hospital and take his place in the
queue? Not on your lire.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Yes, he did actually.
Hon. W. N. STRETCH: That is not the story

which came back afterwards.
Hon. Peter Dowding: In ract, Dr Blewett said he

had done what every other patient in Canberra
was able to do through the practice in those hospi-
talIs.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: He got the best private
attention available.

Hon. Peter Dowding: No; the child w'as treated
under Medicare.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I shall tell my story as
Ihave it.

The PRESIDENT: Order! None of this has
anything to do with the Bill.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH; It has much to do with
the Bill, because it gets back to obtaining the best
possible care ror patients.

I heard someone remark that people have a
choice. That is all right. I have a choice, but I do
not frc~-e other people to do wvhat I am not doing
myself. I have a choice of dentists and, if other
people want to break the law, that is their preroga-
tive. I do not blame anyone for doing that. I look
for the best possible care for my children,' and I
am sure all members do the same. However. I am
also looking for the best possible care for my elec-
torate and the people of Western Australia, and I

sincerely believe we will not get the best and safest
health and dental care for our people out of this
Bill.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: There is nothing in this
Bill which stops them going to their dentists. It
gives them a choice.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I do not know why the
Government keeps dreaming up these costly and
impractical schemes at the taxpayers' expense.
One can only draw the inescapable conclusion that
there is some camouflaged electoral advantage in
these Bills, and that is disgraceful.

The dental health profession is made up of sev-
eral interrelated branches which have come
together over the years, as Hon. Lyla Elliott said.
The technicians and dental nurses have come
together and they have welded the whole dental
health picture into a scheme which is very highly
regarded Australia-wide and, indeed, world-wide.

In 1965 and 1966 the dental profession co-
operated with what I should say was an estimable
and enlightened attitude to fluoridate the water of
Western Australia. In reality, its action may have
diminished the need for its services. It now seems
rather extraordinary and a little unfair to allow an
extra untrained and unexpected body of people to
move into this field. Therefore, I must oppose that
grandfather clause in the Bill, because this is a
static field. If anything, it will not increase other
than in proportion to the increase in population. It
should be borne in mind that the individual level
of dental health is improving each year in each
generation.

I read with much sorrow some most unseemly
comments about the inflated incomes of dentists.
This is probably one of the crudest and most un-
fair attacks that can be made on a profession such
as the dental profession.

I say that, because those who criticise the dental
profession in this way ignore the need for dentists
to employ highly experienced and usually very
expensive support staff. It is all very well to say it
costs S200 more to provide treatment in a surgery
than it does in a room attached to one's house, but
a great deal goes into providing this standard of
dental care. They have the training and all the
support equipment that is needed to provide good
dental care, and it is not cheap. Anyone can come
in and undercut the going rate in this area, and I
shall turn to the effects of that later. However,
these remarks about chopping the tall poppies,
taking 10 per cent off the top public servants, and
those sorts or things, sicken me because they at-
tack the concept of excellence in any profession.

If there is a cancer-and we shall talk about
cancer later in this Bill-in this respect, the
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biggest cancer we have is that which chips away at
excellence and success. This is the cancer which is
eating away at Australian society now in its at-
tempt to reduce us all to the average and me-
diocre, and we cannot allow it to continue.

Members of the Government interjected earlier
in the evening in relation to the right to choose. I
fully support the right to choose, but I remind
those members that if a dentist is good enough he
will prosper, and so he jolly well should. People
will go to him because he is good.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Can't you say the same
about a dental technician?

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: Yes. I can, and I wvill.
.On the other side of the coin, if a dentist is

overcharging and one is able to obtain cut rate,
cheap teeth somewhere else, people will go to that
other person.

However, it is the duty of this House to safe-
guard not only the right of people to choose, but
also the safety and the health of all people. I know
we cannot be our brother's keeper, but we must
try, and I shall deal later with some of the dangers
inherent in this Bill.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Give us an example as to
where that is unsafe'?

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I can. I shall read
some letters later.

It is high time that we took stock of these people
who are achieving. It is time we looked at the
achievers and the excellent people in our society.
We should not try to cut down their reputations all
the time. We applaud excellence in our sporting
people and in their achievements here and over-
seas. Why cannot we applaud it in our professions
and in the workplace? We need a change of atti-
tude throughout the community, and this Bill is
one small place to start.

I am particularly concerned about country den-
tists and the dental care of country people. As
Hon. Sam Piantadosi, interjecting in a most
uncomplimentary manner said, I am a country
member. Many country dentists are operating on
very low profit margins. They do not have large
clienteles and, in some eases, country dentists are
barely breaking even.

I said previously that there has been a general
improvement in dental health throughout the com-
munity. I have a very real fear that an influx of
chair-side status technicians will merely exacer-
bate the oversupply situation oftdentists.

We all know what happens in an oversupply
situation-we get a price-cutting war. To take it
further, members on my side of the House cer-
tainly will be aware that what happens in a price-

cutting war is that the marginally profitable
enterprises go out of business. In the case of den-
tists, the first to be squeezed out will be the young
dentists struggling to establish themselves after
many years of training, and trying to set them-
selves up in practice. That is not a fair go; it is not
the Australian attitude.

They, sadly, would be followed by thle country
dentists who are barely making a living now. That
to my mind would be a great tragedy for country
towns which were struggling to maintain their
medical and paramedical people. It is absolutely
essential to keep those country towns viable if we
are to keep the people in them: and to keep them
in those towns we will need those professional
people very badly. If Government members do not
think this happens, I remind them of the
shemozzle which occurred last week at Mt. Mag-
net. and I also refer to the shortage of trained
nursing staff at Narrogin.

Hon. Peter Dowding: That has nothing to do
with this issue, but wvith the issue of professional
people choosing to earn very substantial sums of
money in the metropolitan area. It isabout time
that some of them got up and went to the country.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I quite agree, but let
us look at the Pingelly situation. The Minister's
Government, despite his interjection, has not
helped the people of Pingelly.

IHon. Peter Dowding: What did you do to help
Mt. Magnet?

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: We wvill worry about
that when Dr Blewett gets a doctor to go to
Pingelly.

Hon. Peter Dowding: But what did your people
do for the people of Mt. Magnet?

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: All the shernozzle over
the Pingelly situation involved paperwork, and I
submit that all this involves paperwork.

I do not believe I can do duty to my electorate
and see this threat pass into law, when it is some-
thing that will threaten the survival of country
towns. If Government members think I am draw-
ing a longbow, I can assure them I am not. I have
had letters and petitions from country people say-
tng that this measure cannot be allowed to pass.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Urged ont presumably by
the local dentists!

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I would not wish it on
the Minister, but I hope be never gets a toothache
in the country.

This Bill will cause problems for country dental
practices, and in the final analysis it will caulse
country people to lose a certain amount of that
ca re.
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Hon. Fred McKenzie asked me to detail some
examples. I will not outline some of these cases I
have here because I think they are so ghoulish and
grisly that they have no place in Hansard; but
there are some letters I would like recorded in
Ha nsa rd.

I have here one from an oral surgeon whom I
asked to give a brief outline of the dangers of
letting people operate on the public when those
people have no[ undergone full biological training.

Hon. Lyla Elliott: What do you mean by
-operate'.

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: We are talking about
cancers of the mouth. They are admittedly very
fewv, and I think the figure of two per cent could be
quoted. While that is a small percentage, if anyone
involved happened to be dear to the member, it
would become a significant percentage indeed. I
quote from his letter as follows-

Woe betide the patient that has an
undiagnosed cancer of the mouth and who
may ultimately require this type of radical
surgery. The neck dissection itself is not par-
ticularly mutilative. The problem essentially
lies where patients need to have partial or
total mandibular resections including the
floor of mouth and perhaps on occasion the
tongue as wvell. As you can imagine the pro-
cedures are devastating to observe. Even
more so is the result thereafter. In spite of
great reconstructive expertise these days. it is
still not possible to reconstruct the mandible
and associated structures to a situation that
gives the patient back his normal quality of
life.

There is a lot more on a fairly technical basis and
then he goes on to say-

It is imperative therefore, that in an area
such as the mouth, that such a disease be
diagnosed early. In particular pre-mnalignant
lesions are diagnosable early, but proper
training is required for careful examination
and recognition of these lesions. The state of
the art in histopathology these days is excel-
lent and very often cancer can be diagnosed
in the form of pre-malignant lesions which do
not necessarily present as gross pathology.
Dentists are trained and emphasis is put on
the early diagnosis of these pre-malignant
lesions to prevent cancerous change.

These diagnostic skills do not come over-
night. Rigorous training and the art of recog-
nition by clinicians observing these lesions in
dentulous as well as edentulous mouths are
absolutely essential.

I hope that this may bring to your attention
the severe public disservice that may pertain
in a situation where untrained people. may
well miss, not the overt disease, but the dis-
ease in its earliest and covert forms.

No doubt I will be accused of introducing scare
tactics into the debate: that has been the accu-
sation raised all along in the newspapers. How-
ever. I remind members that if the problem hits
someone near and dear to them, it cannot be taken
lightly. I repeat this oral surgeon's warning: Woe
betide the patient should a lesion escape detection.

I could also quote, but "'ill not because I might
be repeii.tious, a letter which appeared in the
Thursday. 26 July edition of the Daily News.

Incorporation of Material

Mr President, I would like the letter, which was
written by K_ J. 0. Sutherland, AM, Emeritus
Professor. to be incorporated in Hansard and I
seek leave for this to happen.

The PRESIDENT: Honourable members, leave
of the House is required to incorporate written
material in Hansard. I will not give a dissertation
on what I think of the proposition, but leave is
necessary for it to be incorporated.

BY leave of the House. thc following letter was
incorporaed-

Dentists versus the technicians
Every so often someone will come out of

retirement to express concern over topical
issues about which he has strong convictions.

In this instance I write as a former Dean of
the Faculty of Dentistry in the University of
WA for 25 years and I refer to an article in
your newspaper of July 16 by Kay Maisey
concerning the proposed Dental Prosthetists
Bill which I cannot let go unchallenged.

While there are a number of assertions in
this article which are debatable, I wish to
address only one aspect of it wvhich relates to
dentists' expertise in this area during their
undergraduate training.

There is a world of difference between
technical and biological courses, and in fact
this is one of the fundamental differences that
distinguishes a technical school training from
a university education.

Without doubt, from the turn of the cen-
tury and well into it. the whole of dentistry
was little more than a technical discipline and
practised as such with little, if any, knowl-
edge of the biological basis on wvhich it was
practised.
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However, during the last halfcentury or so.
this situation has significantly changed to an
extent that today the undergraduate dental
student is given a sound biological basis on
which to apply his technical skills.

In the case of denture construction, these
receive considerable emphasis far beyond just
"taking impressions and writing prescrip-
tions" as stated in the article.

This significant change makes dentistry
one of the most difficult courses in the univer-
sity, because unlike medicine, the student not
only has to acquire a sound knowledge of the
biological sciences but also a high degree of
clinical and technical skill before he is per-
mitted to graduate.

The undergraduate student is taught to
perceive oral health as an integral part of the
patient's general health and to this end he is
required to study in depth, a variety of basic
medical subjects like anatomy, physiology.
biochemistry, pathology, in order to ensure
that he has an adequate knowledge of the
structure, function and disease processes of
the human body as a whole.

With this background and using the tools
provided by modern technology the student
then learns to recognise the abnormal and
thus make a competent diagnosis on which to
base an effective plan of treatment.

The undergraduate curriculum places great
emphasis on the twin areas of diagnosis and
treatment planning and, in fact, the provision
of treatment itself is simply the finale to a
quite lengthy process.

While the student must develop the ma-
nipulative skills related to dental treatment,
the emphasis is on intraoral rather than lab-
oratory skills. Any of the latter undertaken
arc intended only to provide familiarity with
the technical procedures associated with clini-
cal treatment so that eventually the student
can intelligently prescribe and assess the work
that will be undertaken, and should be
undertaken, by a dental technician.

The emphasis in the dental course is
toward ensuring that the dentist is able to
make sound clinical judgments and is skilful
in intra-oral manipulative procedures. The
associated laboratory procedures are the
province of the dental technician. who. while
skilled in this area, has had no clinical train-
ing and, therefore, has no clinical com-
petence.

The training of dentists and dental auxili-
ary personnel, including dental technicians is

based on the team concept, each member of
the team contributing in a complementary
way. The public is still best served if each
member contributes according to his or her
comiptence-K. K. G. Sutherland, AM.
Emeritus Professor.

Debate Resumed

Hon. W. N. STRETCH: I also have a letter
from the Division of Restoritive Dentistry at the
Perth Dental Hospital. and it reads as follows-

It would be remiss of me if I did not write
to you and express my view on the proposed
legislation by the West Australian Govern-
mient. granting chairside status to dental
technicians.

As a technician myself with a fairly exten-
sive experience in most facets of dental pros-
thetics. I cannot support the present move
toward Denturism. Thai there are inherent
dangers in allowing technicians to work on
patients without a specific training in both
operative and preventive disciplines cannot be
denied. Any such legislation granting regis-
tration will be to the detriment of those
people requiring dentures.

However, my main objections derives from
experience gained and observations made
over many years as a member of the Dental
School staff. Having the responsibility of
instructing and supervising University Dental
Students in laboratory procedures in the area
of Prosthodontics with somec clinical liaison, it
is clearly apparent to me that no person with-
out a sound tertiary background in the bio-
logical sciences, particularly those related to
the dental and medical fields, should receive
registration as a clinical operator.

It is the height of absurdity to believe, as
no doubt some politicians do, that the overall
construction and insertion of any oral pros-
thesis is purely mechanistic.

That dental students do not commence
their course in partial denture construction
until their third year in Dental School, is in-
dicative of the fact that basic requirements
for such a course, imply an understanding of
many, other subjects related to this area.

That was written by Mr Eric R. Williams, chief
instuctor of technicians at the Perth Dental Hospi-
tal, and I do not think we can take his opinion too
lightly.

I have another letter wvhich appeared in the 23
July edition of The West Australian and it was
written by Patrick J. Henry. Associate Professor,
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Division of Restoritive Dentistry. University of
WA. I quote the letter as follows-

I amt appallcd at the prospect of the
proposed legislation permitting dcntal tech-
nicians to construct dentures directly for
patients.

For the past 25 years I have been involved
in the teaching of dental students and dental
technicians at under-graduate and post-
graduate levels of education.

It is recognised that dental technicians are
an integral part of the denial health team,
aind they provide a valuable and indispensable
service to the dental profession.

However, it is also quite clear that there is
absolutely no way that dental technicians
have the theoretical or practical background
to recognise, diagnose or treat disease affect-
ing the mouth.

I do not believe I would be doing my duty as a
representative of the people if I allowved this Bill to
go through in its present form. There is no way we
can allow anyone to enter the dental health system
without full and rigorous training, particularly in
the biological sciences attaching to dentistry.
Therefore. I do not believe it is realistic to allow a
12 months' period of grace for people who have
not undergone such training to come by the back
door into dentistry. My colleagues have outlined
the reasons that partial dentures should not be
fitted by such people.

I believe that, as in other States. the qualifi-
cations must be brought up to a standard where
we can ensure that those practising on the public
do so in the highest traditions of dentistry as it has
evolved since the early days. I support Hon. Peter
Wells' foreshadowed amendments. I believe they
are absolutely essential if this Bill is to work.
Many technicians do not wish to work safely on
the public with chair-side status.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: They don't have to.
Hon. W. N. STRETCH: That is right, but

those who do must be subject to rigorous training.
With those provisos, and given that Hon. Peter
Wells amendments are carried, I will support the
Bill.

HON. KAY HALLAHAN (South-East Metro-
politan) 19.52 p.m.]: I support the Bill and it is my
hope that members on this side and a number of
members on the other side of the House will also
support it and reject the proposed amendments.

It seems to me we are all saying at least one
thing; that is, a genuine concern exists about
health care, and it seems to be a question of how
we see it being delivered. Many professions are

absolutely steadfast in their opposition to change,
and that is one of the dynamics we are
encountering in this debate. I refer, as Hon. Fred
McKenzie did, to the reported comments of Mr
Justice Kirby when he gave the Wilkinson Oration
at the 10th Congress of the Australian Society of
Orthodontists in Melbourne earlier this year. I
want to extract some of his comments because I
think they are appropriate and they set the par-
anmeters within which this debate is taking place.
Mr Justice Kirby said-

Dentists would be among the first to con-
demin featherbedding including for reasons of
technological change. when it appears
amongst car assembly workers or modern
tratn conductors.

They, must apply the same principles to
their owvn profession.

Indeed, they must do so with great vigour,
because of the very fact that they assert a
claim to professionalism.

That is an additional charge on the ADA and
other professions; they have an additional re-
sponsibility to the public. Mr Justice Kirby went
on as follows-

The boast of professionalism carries with it
the obligation alwvays to be guided.
tiltimately. by the community's interest even
to personal disadvantage.

I ani concerned that people are lobbying here be-
cause they fear some personal disadvantage. I am
not sure that fear is well-grounded, but much of
wvhat Hon. Bill Stretch had to say was based on
economic arguments and protection of dentists in
the profession at present.

Hon. W. N. Stretch: That is my interpretation,
not theirs.

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I am 'referring to
Hon. Hill Stretch's interpretation.

Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: Would you believe the
dentists did exactly what you asked them to do in
relation to fluoride?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I do not remember
the fluoride matter very well.

Hon. G. C. MacKinnon: Come now, you are not
that young.

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I had an aunt who
was absolutely opposed to fluoridation and so our
house was flooded with anti-fluoridation matter. I
did not get a balanced view of the campaign.

I-on. G. C. MacKinnon: The point is the den-
tists worked hard for the inclusion of fluoride in
water supplies.
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Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I applaud them for
that. On that point I agree. That a group does it
on one occasion does not mean it w~ill do it on
every occasion or that there is a consistent ap-
proach.

I want to draw members' attention to the com-
ments made by Mr Justice Kirby because they set
the context in which we are debating this Bill. He
referred to changed perceptions of the professions
including dentistry. and listed somec of the factors
wvhich are creating the change. One was the gen-
eral decline in respect for institutions which has
accompanied higher standards of general edu-
cation in the community. Other points included-

The greatly increased access of citizens to
professional people that has resulted from
'the beneficial developments of Medicare,
legal aid and thoroughly worthwhile schemes
for the improvement in the delivery of dental
services. This greater access, born also of
increased general prosperity, has facilitated
the awareness of thc limitations deficiencies
of all human professionals".

The increased number of groups claiming
professional status.

Consumerism is a potent force .. . It is dif-
ficult to hold back the tide of consumer pro-
tection and to exempt the professions from
the rules against monopolisation..

The last point he made was as follows-

Most potent of all is the growth of govern-
ment funding and the implications this has
for the professions . .. It is inevitable that as
professions take the benefit of public expendi-
ture. so they must succumb to greater public
involvement and even control.

That is going on generally in the community. This
broad movement within our community caused
the Government to look at introducing this Bill.

I will make some comments on the ADA's cam-
paign and I refer to one of its publications. All
members probably have received it: it came to my
office and I imagine it went to other members'
offices. I guess it includes copies of advertise-
ments. The publication states-

The following organisations and individuals
believe that Dental Technicians should not be
granted the right to treat the public of West-
ern Australia until they have completed ex-tensive Tertiary Training in the biological
and clinical sciences:

This is where I start to take an opposing view to
that of Hon. Bill Stretch, Hon. Peter Wells, and
the ADA, because the people wvho support their
point of view are all people who have had the

benefit of a tertiary education. 1. too, have had the
benefit of a tertiary education and I know its
value, but it is a great mistake to think that ter-
tiary education is needed for every field of human
services delivery. It just is not necessary. and while
I may be a social worker who wvants to see every
welfare worker with a degree because they will be
so much more expert, it is extraneous training and
not needed. That applies also in relation to this
subject. No consumer group is represented in the
groups listed by the ADA. It has completely
missed the point made by Mr Justice Kirby that
consumerism is a force in the community which
must be taken into account.

Hon. P. H. Wells interjected.
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: They all appear to

be professional people.
Hon. P. H. Wells: Hasn't it got (he petitions'?
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: No.
Members opposite so far have tended to rep-

resent the amalgam of professional groupings in
support of one another to protect their privileged
position. I refer to the Weekend News of 25
August which stated-

Perth doctors will join ranks with dentists
to try to combat controversial State legis-
lation allowing dental technicians to carry out
complex oral surgery.

Apart from the fallacious statement about oral
surgery, the point I want to make without,
discrediting the whole article, is that these dentists
have formed a solidarity to maintain the privileged
position that they have in the community.

Hon. Lyla Elliott referred to the debate on the
dental therapists' legislation in 1972. and despite
what Hon. Graham MacKinnon said, the
Australian Dental Association was involved in
great resistance to that change also. I think all
members would agree that one of the reasons wve
have pride in our professions and hold them up
and want them to maintain high standards is that
there have been movement and change. It seems to
me that there is no excuse for anyone wanting to
stop change on any front. We must move ahead.
The professions are dynamic and the
paraprofessions alongside the professions are also
dynamic. The ADA has some particular problem
about flexibility, about changing technology, and
about its role in relation to the people with whom
its members work.

Hon. W. N. Stretch interjected.
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: These people are go-

ing to be trained. I do not know where the member
got that idea from.

Hon. W. N. Stretch interjected.
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Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: The grandfather
clause is the one exception in this Bill, It is an
exception that has been provided in all similar
Bills. This is a classic ease of the ostrich with his
head in the sand.

Hon. WV. N. Stretch interjected.
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: It does not appear so

t0 me, but I believe the member. We have a situ-
ation where people are practising now. What we
are facing in this State is a lack of courage to
recognise what is going on. People are practising
in this way and they are apparently doing a satis-
factory job because they are getting more people
recommended to them, mainly by word of mouth.
They would not be receiving that build-up of ser-
vice and that demand if they were providing an
inadequate service.

The other point I would like to make-I query
this with members opposite-is the issue relating
to at dentist's income. We have heard about the
benefits of fluoridation and the fact that cavities
and most of the work now done in a dental surgery
is preventative work and the sort of work in which
we would like to see dentists involved. The denture
side of the work is not a large part of a dentist's
job. It is. if one listens to the figures that were
quoted to us tonight, the icing on the cake of their
income. However, it does not constitute ai large
section of their income. I would be interested to
hear what other members have to say about that.

Again, there is resistance to any giving away to
any other professional area, At the same time,
that area of work is the livelihood of the dental
technicians and should not be denied them. We
seem not to want to interfere with the livelihood of
dentists, yet we do dental technicians a grave dis-
service.

I wish to move on to other aspects of this camn-
paign because I think it has been a very interesting
campaign. I would like some of it recorded in
Hansard so that, as time goes by.' we will be able
to do as Hon. Lyla Elliott did and refer back to
Hansard later to see the sort of campaign that was
conducted.

I have been subjected to a bombardment of
literature by the ADA. some of itl inappropriate. I
wonder what generated its anxiety. It would seem
to me to be a curious response to this lgislation.

I received three letters, all of which seemed to
be typed on the same typewriter. The language is
similar and they were composed, I think, by some-
one at a tertiary institution. The Fi rst is
interesting. It states-

I wish to voice my opposition to the Dental
Technicians Bill which as I understand will
allow untrained people to work in the mouth.

As we approach the 21st Century this is a
backward step as well as a dangerous step.
They must not work in the mouth unless they
are adequately trained by either W.A.IT. or
the University of W.A. This does not mean a
rubber stamped Government certificate.

Again we have all sorts of matters about which I
spoke earlier. The fact is that people are working
in a chair-side status with people. This legislation
will regulate that. It will not allow anything to
happen that has not been happening. We have a
responsibility to take cognisance of that. We have
this belief that, if people go to WAIT or to the
University of Western Australia, they will be able
to deal with anything, even if they never need to.
We do not want to move into this excessive over-
education situation. The next letter states-

A basic health science background is absol-
utely essential if technicians are granted
chairside status. A grandfather clause is a
stone age clause in modern legislation. How
can a person without any health science train-
ing be given the right to work in the mouth?

I suggest that the right to work in someone's
mouth is the most significant right that can be
given to anybody, and it is given by the individual
who seeks the service of that person. That is the
ulitimate right. The person wvho takes his mouth
along, if you like, to a professional to have it
worked upon, pays that person the ultimate re-
spect. The third letter states-

I am appalled that the Government is actu-
ally introducing a bill to allow dental tech-
nicians, unqualified in any basic biological
science the right to enter the mouth as a
pseudo health professional. Fair enough if
they want to work in the mouth, but they
MUST undergo a recognised course and be
properly qualified.

That is the intention of the Bill. Really. these are
not informed letters, but I believe they conic from
genuinely concerned people who seem tobe some-
what misled by the opponents of this Bill.

I am very disturbed by the banning of dental
technicians because they have indicated their sup-
port for this legislation. They have been verbally
advised that, because of their support for the Bill,
no more referral work will be given to them. I
understand that some laboratories are in very dire
economic circumstances. That should interest Mr
Stretch. Some dental technicians who have been
doing very good work for dentists, because of pol-
itical discrimination, have received no work from
those dentists. I think that is interesting. It "'ill
certainly threaten the livelihood of some dental
technicians in this State. I understand that one of
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the mast professionally recognised laboratories in
this country has been threatened in a way that
should give some members cause for concern.

An earlier speaker referred to the denture work
that is being sent overseas, and also referred to the
advertising of that denture work being done in
overseas countries. I think that is exporting
Australian jobs and there is no real need for it.
The profit margin must be enormous if dentists
arc able to fly work to Hong Kong. I guess they
are taking advantage of a much cheaper labour
market and a much lower standard of living. How-
ever, none of the safeguards that we expect here in
Australia or the rectification work which we ex-
pect to be carried out will be available to the
people concerned. I think that is a matter for
enormous concern at the local level. Certainly, it
threatens the livelihood of our dental technicians.

When we have referred to the technicians, we
have not referred to them as people who were
educated in our system. They have been educated
at the Mt. Lawley Technical College. I understand
that 164 of them have gone through a course in
the last 20 years. We have not given them much
encouragement. We do not recognise their work,
and I think this Bill goes a long way to rectifying
that.

The other point which has been made by other
speakers and which must be made again is the
point about freedom of choice. If people want to
go to a tertiary qualified dentist and have the
Rolls Royce of treatments and all the other
associated safeguards, they arc free to do that.

Nobody is denying anybody their right to do
that. We are saying that a group of people has
been patronising. technicians; apparently these
people have been well satisfied and they should be
legitimately able to do that and to claim on their
health insurance as well.

In Tasmania there is some suggestion that
people make greater use of their dental care facili-
ties and it seems possibly to be associated with
cost. There has been no detriment at all to oral
health in the 27 years the Bill has been operating.
I will refer once more to the letter from the
Premier of Tasmania, Robin Gray I would not
normally quote from Mr Gray's statements: he is a
very conservative person and I do not agree with
many of them.

Hon. A. A. Lewis: He is a superb leader.
lion. KAY HALLAHAN: He may be. but that

is open to challenge. The Premier of Tasmania
said as follows-

The Minister for Health, Mr Cleary, has
advised that ihe record of dental mechanics in
Tasmania over the past 27 years. is one of an

efficient and valuable service to the public.
Very few complaints against dental mech-
anics have been recorded.

Thai is a recommendation in itself. That system
has been working for 27 years and it works well. I
do not see why we need to fear that it will not
work well in Western Australia also.

Members are aware that similar Bills have been
operating in New South Wales and Victoria for
some time and more recently. South Australia has
moved in a general direction in that way.

I am interested in the people who are denied
adequate oral health care. Perhaps one of the pro-
ponents of the ADA position may have more
information on an ADA commissioned market
survey by E. J. Holt. It was found that 20 per cent
of those surveyed required complete or major re-
pairs to existing dentures and 16 per cent of those
people said that cost was a major ractor for the
work not being done. That is a major concern if we
look at the effects on health of not having ad-
equate money to carry out the required work.

1 refer members to what I consider has been an
unprofessional campaign conducted by a group
trying to protect professionality at all costs. I con-
sider the campaign to be hysterical and it was not
done in the name of the Australian Dental Associ-
ation. Hon. W. N. Stretch referred to the dentist
czar and it made a nice story. However there was
a real power relationship in that situation. No-one
will go to the people in Western Australia and
hook their teeth out, throw in false teeth or do any
of those sorts of things. It is quite ridiculous to use
that story and the reason that person ran berserk,
experimented on everyone, and had blood dripping
from their mouths, was because of his relationship
to the rest of the population. He ruled supreme.
We live in a democracy and this sort of campaign
is outmoded and inappropriate for a professional
group. I can recall this type of thing happening
when I was a student at a tertiary institution;. it
seems that the people who have run the campaign
have not advanced much in their understanding of
their professional responsibilities 10 this com-
munity. They are behaving quite irresponsibly in
their duty towards the oral health care of people in
the State.

I refer also-I am pleased to say that these
advertisements are not under the name of the
Australian Dental Association, but under the
name of the Australian dental consumers advisory
protection society-to an article written by Bill
Lang in the Daily News on Tuesday 16 October.
The article referred to three different advertise-
ments about the H-odgistie School of Dentures. I
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think that is good kids' stuff. It is no' the stuff of
professional people.

it is an indication that the profession is not
treating the whole issue of public health with the
due gravity it deserves. I have resented other infor-
mation sent to me by that same group. One won-
ders about people who have time to go on with this
nonsense and about what they have learned from
their access to higher education. I do not think
they are adding much to the community debate in
this State.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: What address do the ad-
vertisements come from?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: No-one would be in
any doubt about where these come from.

Hon. A. A. Lewis interjected.
Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I think that dentists

as a class are very well-resourced.
Hon. A. A. Lewis: You seem to be casting a lot

of aspersions on their mentality, their credibility,
and everything else.

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I have given specific
examples in this campaign and I do not denigrate
dentists in general. I think they have a special
place in the community. They have had an oppor-
tunity for advanced and higher education, and
they have a fundamental role to play in the corn-
munity. The examples I have given might convey
the feeling-I hope they do to the people who
conducted the campaign on their behalf-that 1
have not been impressed by the campaign. I have
not appreciated it, and I consider it has done no
service to the public health debate in Western
Australia.

I refer to a letter, written in December 1983,
from the Minister for Health in New South
Wales. I want to read this letter because it will
give some reassurance to members who are genu-
inely concerned about whether this system will
work, If we can establish that it works in other
places, perhaps we can underplay some of the ar-
guments which have gone before. I quote from
page 2 of the letter as follows--

Since the Amendmnent Bill became law
some 330 dental technicians have gained den-
tal prosthetist status.

The dental prosthetists have been accepted
very well by the general public. There have
been few problems associated with their in-
troduction into the work force. Those prob-
lems that have arisen have related to advertis-
ing misdemeanours and not to standards of
work.

Dental prosthetists have been included in
the State's "Dentures for Pensioners

Scheme" for almost two years. To date there
have been no complaints by hospitals which
administer the Scheme, of any problems re-
lating to over-servicing, workmanship or atti-
tudes to patients.

The introduction of denial prosihetists has
been a complete success. Dental prosthetists
have proved they have a valuable role to play
in the provision of dental prostheses in this
State.

Hon. P. G. Pendal: We do not query that, by the
way.

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN: I am pleased to hear
that from Mr Pendal.

Hon. P. H. Wells:, Do they have additional edu-
cation before becoming prosthetists in New South
Wales?

Hon. KAY HALLAHAN7 I will not respond to
that interjection by Mr Wells. He spoke for a long
time the other night in this debate and I do not
think he addressed the Bill from the right point of
view although I respect the way he did so.

In conclusion, the consumers are the people who
will benefit by any improvement in the service
available in this State. They will benefit by the
options available to them. That benefit will apply
to the mass of people in Western Australia rather
than protecting the income of a few privileged
people. That is important if we consider this from
an economic point of view, which is the only argu-
ment that can be put forward. The other argument
that could be advanced is a real fear about
people's well-being. However that does not have
much credence because this system is working in
other States and it is working well.

The training in Western Australian will be ad-
equate for the needs which exist and the advisory
committe which will report to the Commissioner
of Health will in its own interest provide a very
high standard of education and a high standard of
students in this State from which dental pros-
thetists can be selected. In decades to come, we
will look back and say, "We went through the
public trauma, and now the system is working as it
does in other States".

HON. P. G. PEN DAL (South Central Metro-
politan) [10.21 p.m.]: In the course of the public
and parliamentary comment on this matter, it is a
matter of some sadness that the debate has been
reduced in the minds of some people to one of
allegedly denigrating the work, the role, and the
place in the dental health system of the dental
technician. In the course of the public and parlia-
mentary debate, I for one have not subscribed to
that, and none of my colleagues in the Opposition
has been part of any public debate which has
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sought to denigrate the work of the technicians.
The degree of tension it has caused, and even the
degree of uncertainty it has brought about in the
minds of people who are potential clients of dental
technicians, are other reasons for regret over the
tone that some of the public debate has taken.
People more qualified in the field of dental health
than I am are the first to admit that the dental
technicians play an important part in oral care in
this State. Therefore, the remarks I will make
must be seen in that light.

Just as one might see a lawyer, a law clerk, a
barrister, or a solicitor as different parts of the
provision of legal services to the community, so
there is an analagous situation in which the dental
technician is entitled to be seen as a complemen-
tary part to other sections of the dental care
system in this State.

For me at least, the argument comes down
almost in its entirety to a question of qualification.
In this day and age, for example. no-one would
suggest that an unqualified medical operative
aught to have access to patients. No-one would
suggest that anyone other than a qualified
pharmacist ought to dispense medicine to a
patient. In the arguments put forward by the pre-
vious speakers who have quoted allegedly high
sources, it is interesting that no-one has instanced
the example of the magistracy which, in this State,
has moved away from the traditional source of
supply of magistrates-that is, the people who
have come up through the ranks and who have
served as clerks of courts-to one where the bench
of magistrates increasingly is being staffed by
people who have qualified as legal practitioners.
Again I suggest almost the whole of the argument
can be brought back to the one word,
"qualification".

I will deal with that matter at some length a
little later in my speech. In the meantime, I will
comment on sonic of the remarks made in the
course of the debate which have left themselves
open to challenge.

It surprised me to hear the comment begun by
Hon. Fred McKenzie, and subsequently taken up
by Hon. Lyla Elliott and Hon. Kay Hallahan,
when each of those speakers made reference to the
relative costs to a patient if he were able to deal
directly with a dental technician or dental pros-
thetist as opposed to dealing directly with a den-
tist. It was Mr McKenzie who first explored for
the Government the question of the relative cheap-
ness of a dental technician. It is not a good argu-
ment to mount in the 1980s when the whole of the
community is altering its attitude, not only about
the qualifications to which I refer, but also about

the relationship between what one pays for and
what one ultimately receives.

Hon. Mark Nevill: You do not need an artho-
paedlic surgeon to fit a wooden leg.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAt: I will come to that in a
moment.

It is as silly to say that it would be cheaper-I
guess in times gone by it was said-to go to a
barber, many of whom performed various kinds of
surgery, to have one's appendix removed than it
would be to go to the new breed of medical prac-
titioner. There would be no argument with that;
but that is not the point we are discussing. Surely
we are discussing the level and the quality of the
health service provided to individuals in this corn-
mu nity.

As was said by one of the previous speakers on
the Government side, no progress has been made
in the care of the human body by reducing stan-
dards. IF' that argument is to be mounted by the
Government, it ought to be applied in this case.

Mr McKenzie put before us a set of dentures,
and he suggested that the price paid to a dentist
was several hundred dollars, at least, higher than
the price paid to a dental technician for the same
product.

Hon. G arry Kel ly: Do you deny t hat?)
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: No. However, what is

important is the quality of the health care
provided, and not the cost in this case.

Hon. Garry Kelly: It was worth an extra $200?
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I would not know

whether it was worth an extra $200, an extra $2,
or an extra $1 000.

Mr Wells pointed out by way of interjection
that if this Bill were passed in the form that the
Government proposes, it would not make the
slightest bit of difference to the *argument
mounted first by Mr McKenzie, and obviously
supported by Mr Kelly.

In relation to the argument mounted by Hon.
Fred McKenzie, the fact is simply that when one
gets the more expensive dentures from the dentist,
one is not only paying for the denture; one is also
paying for live or six years' tertiary training of
that individual and one is paying for perhaps five,
10 or 15 years' clinical experience of that individ-
ual; so it is wrong to say that a dentist is charging
$200 more for the denture itself.

Hon. Garry Kelly: It is outrageous.
Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: Mr Kelly is a person who

by his own admission in this House has been a
beneficiary at the hands of very highly qualified
medical people and it surprises me to hear a corn-
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mreat such as that because the logical explanation
of the Government's argument in this case is that
the care that was given to Mr Kelly or to myself or
perhaps to other members of this House, could
have been given by someone of inferior training
and capacity.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Are you saying because we
support this Bill wve support a motion of freelance
brain surgery, for example? That is a very long
bow, and what's more I resent it!

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I suggest the Govern-
ment is turning the clock back by enacting legis-
lation of tbis kind.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Absolute rubbish
H-eo. P.OG. PENDAL: If the member feels that

it is drawing too long a bow when we talk about
neurosurgery, I return then to a simpler and per-
haps more appropriate example in relation to
pharmacists. No-one has suggested that the girl at
the front counter of the chemist's shop wvho over
the years gets to see how the chemist fills his
prescriptions-

Hon- Tom Stephens: What a ridiculous analogy.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I suggest the member
read the Bill and the comments made by his own
Minister. That is the sort of parallel that one is
able to draw reasonably in this case.

Hon. Tom Stephens: That is a ridiculous
analogy. You know nothing about pharmacists.
Don't talk such nonsense.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I know a lot about
pharmacists. I therefore complete the comment
that Mr McKenzie refuted; it is quite inappropri-
ate for him to say that that dentist is charging
$200 over and above the dental technician in a bid
to rip off the public.

Hon. Toni Stephens: Specious nonsense!

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I put it to the House
again that the member not merely paid for the
dentures which he so rudely displayed in front of
us: he paid for the denture, yes, but also for that
denist's training and expertise that he has gath-
ered over a long time.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Not a bad fee to look into
one's mouth, is it?

Hon. S. M. Piantadlosi: It would be pretty hard
to get into your mouth!

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: In the course of the de-
bate Hon. Lyla Elliott and. I think, other speakers
on the Government side, repeatedly suggested to
us that there is no evidence of any misfortune
occurring as a result of people bypassing a dentist
and dealing directly with dental technicians. They
say that there is no evidence.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Are you saying there is?

Hon.'P. G. PENDAL: I am saying there is. One
such example has been given in recent days by the
Australi.an Dental Association itself. Before any-
one says, "Of course the ADA with a so-called
vested interest is going to put before the public
evidence to bolster its own case", I suggest that
those critics first attack the evidence that the
ADA put forward and not the ADA itself. In
recent days the ADA itself has accused the Dental
Technicians Society, not the technicians them-
selves, and the Minister for Health (Mr Hodge) of
repeatedly ignoring the evidence of technicians fit-
ting dentures over oral cancers. They go on to say.
"A recent case history from Western Australia is
presented". With that they present documents
which I certainly do not intend to read because
they contain words that I have some difficulty
getting my tongue around. The covering
statement, however uses words that I can under-
stand as outlined in the following passage-

The unfortunate patient attended a dental
technician complaining of an ulcer under his
denture. The technician advised replacing the
dentures which he did.

As the 'ulcer" had not cleared up after
several months the patient attended the sur-
gery of Dr ...

I have omitted that man's name. It continues-
... dental surgeon of Armadale.

I have omitted the names of two people here be-
cause at the end of this statement the ADA itself
asks that the names not be used unless those
sources are consulted and their permission sought.
It continues-

Dr.. .. was suspicious and referred the
patient to Dr... -. an oral surgeon wvho ur-
gently carried out a biopsy of the lesion.

On pathological examination the lesion was
found to be a malignant adenocarcinoma.
The patient, who had a history of other can-
cer treatment has been advised to undergo
radiotherapy.

Dr. Neil Burmian. President of the W.A.
Branch of the Australian Dental Association,
said that this case highlighted several prob-
lems.

1. Because the patient attended a tech-
nician with no diagnostic skill or train-
ing, treatment of the cancerous lesion
was delayed for several months. In other
instances this delay could prove fatal.

2. The technician's "treatment" of a con-
dition that he did not understand was to
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provide new dentures at a financial ben-
efit to himself.

3. The numbers and types of oral con-
ditions that have been ignored or un-
noticed in patients who have attended
technicians working illegally was un-
known.
Dr. Burnian said that this case
highlighted the dangers of the Dental
Prosthetists Bill which would allow un-
trained technicians to work on the public
if they could prove they had done so il-
legally for 5 years.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Doctors have made some
mistakes with patients, make no mistake about
that. They are not isolated.

HaIn. P. G. PENDAL: I do not dispute that at
all, but what is indisputable is that the dentist is
trained to pick up those cancerous growvths and
other malformations in the mouth at a far earlier
stage than someone who is not trained in that
a rea.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: That is not to say he is
going to pick them up.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I repeat that in regard to
the dentist or anyone who has had training.
whether it is in the field of dentistry or any other
field of medicine, it stands to reason that the per-
son with the higher level of training has a greater
chance of picking up such activity in the mouth, in
the case we are dealing with, than has the person
who does not have that training. By saying that I
am not attacking dental technicians or putting
them down.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Of course you are.
Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: It is merely to say that

dental technicians are simply not equipped by vir-
tue of their training to pick up that sort of activity
in the mouth of a patient.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Is that the only real case
you can bring up?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: No. it is not the only one.
Only five minutes ago we were told in this
Chamber that there was no evidence, and Mr
McKenzie, who repeatedly interjects, was the one
who told us that there was no evidence. Now that I
have satisfied him that I have one piece of evi-
dence he suggests that one swallow does not make
a summer and therefore I should be willing to give
five cases. Would Mr McKenzie like 10 cases, or
20 cases?

Several members interjected.
IHon. P. G. PENDAL: The Western Australian

branch of the ADA has presented six case histor-
ies along the lines of the one which I have just

presented to the House. Ir on the other hand, I go
to the six, will Mr McKenzie say we need 20, and
if wve go to 20 will he say we need at least 100 in
order to satisfy him on that very simple point?

The simple point is that people who do not have
the training cannot be expected to bear the same
sort of responsibility for patient care as people
who have had the training, and therefore have
some liability in terms of that patient and his
future health.

Several members interjected.
Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: Since my rude colleagues

on the opposite side keep reminding me that I am
a layman in these matters, I remind them that the
Hon. Kay Hallahan quoted, as an expert. Mr Jus-
tice Michael Kirby. Mr Justice Michael Kirby is
known to comment on almost any field of human
activity in Australia-he does not need any en-
couragement to talk on any subject. Yet, Mr jus-
tice Michael Kirby was quoted as some sort of
expert in the field of dentistry. As a layman in that
field he is no better equipped than 1.

Also what the Hon. Kay Hallahan did not tell
us was that when he made that speech, to which
she referred, he stressed that his comments were
dependent upon the need for dental technicians to
have "suitable training". I am afraid that is pre-
cisely what the Hon. Kay Hallahan did not say.
She quoted only a part of the speech of Mr Justice
Michael Kirby.

Hon. P. H. Wells: How convenient!
Hon. P.OG. PENIJAL: Indeed, how convenient.
Several members interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: We will come to that

point in a moment, Mr McKenzie. One of the
points made as well by the Hon. Kay Hallahan, in
upholding the civil liberties of the patient, was
that the patient, in the final analysis, had the
inalienable right to have control over that mouth
and that the patient had the right to say who
would fiddle about with that mouth. I would dis-
pute that because the law does not permit an un-
trained person to practice neurosurgery. That is
extending the member's example out to its logical
conclusion.

Hon. Garry Kelly: There is that long bow again.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Not at all, because Mrs

Hallahan's words were that the patient has that
ultimate right to decide who tackles the problem
that person has.

Hlon. Carry Kelly interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I suggest that the mem-

ber should stop interjecting for the moment. The
argument that the patient has the ultimate right,
or control, over his or her mouth is absurd because
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this Parliament and every Parliament like it
around the world, enacts legislation which sets up
specialist groups and confers on those groups the
right. and very often the exclusive right, to prac-
tice in that area. Therefore, I would suggest for
Mrs Hallahan to pursue that argument again
shows how weak the Government's whole argu-
mneats have been. Neither Mrs Hallahan nor any-
one else on the Government side, has been able to
mount better arguments.

I said earlier in the debate, and I have said
publicly, that the role that the dental technicians
play is an important one, and it will continue to be
an important one, complementary to the wvork
done by others in the field of oral care. I have
made the suggestion before, and I suggest again.
that it would have been more appropriate to the
dental technicians in this State. had the Govern-
ment, prior to the election, made some commit-
menit to the dental technicians along the lines of
other legislation enacted in this Parliament. As
members would be aware there is an Optical Dis-
pensers Act.

Hon. Peter Dowding: With a grandfather
clause!

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: We hear the whining
sounds of the Minister across the road.

Hon. Peter Dowding: Don't be uncharitable.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: There is a correlation

between the Acts of Parliament dealing with op-
tical dispensers on the one hand and opticians on
the other: both of whom operate under separate
Acts of Parliament in this State. There is very
much an equation between what those people in
those categories are allowed to do with patients
and the level of their training in order to become
optical dispensers or opticians.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: This Bill does the same.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: No, it does not, Mr

McKenzie. I would suggest, like many other
things this Government has promised, and has
then let people down-

Hon. Garry Kelly interjected.
Hon. P.O0. PEN DAL: It has nothing to do with

that Mr Kelly. It has everything to do with the
lack of thought for the legislation which is served
up. I do not want the member who is interj .ecting
to go too far, because there are people in the
Labor Party who do not want this legislation.
There are people in the Australian Labor Party
parliamentary wing who do not support it.

Several members interjected.
lion. Fred McKenzie: Nonsense!
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: There are people at the

highest level of Government in this State. who

when consulted, told people that the Government
never expected to get this legislation through Par-
lamen t.

Hon. Peter Dowding: That is rubbish! Stop
making up fairy tales!

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Order!
H-In. P. G. PENDAL: It is not a fairy tale at

all. The meat in the sandwich of this particular
debate is nol the Opposition and it is not the
denists. The people the Government has put in the
middle of the sandwich are the dental technicians.
They have been used by the Government, and the
more conscionable members amongst the Govern-
meni would know that is true and regret it. They
are embarrassed that the promise was ever made
in the form it was. That is the rub.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: To whom have you been
talking?

lion. P. 0. PENDAL: I would not tell Mr
McKenzie to whom I have been talking.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: You make all sorts of
assertions.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I know that the as-
sertions I am making are true. I have no worries
about that.

Let me return to the parallel I was drawving
between oral health in this State and the people
involved in the eye care of patients. I put it to
members that the Optical Dispensers Act, which
was sponsored through this Parliament by Hon.
Graham MaclKinnon when he was Minister for
Health, would have sat more easily as an example
for the dental technicians in this State to follow
than does the Bill that has been served up to this
Parli amnien t.

There are a number of important provisions in
the Optical Dispensers Act that the Government
should be taking into account when referring to
dental technicians. An optical dispenser who
operates under this Act of Parliament cannot deal
directly with the public except in cases where he
wants to change a patient's glasses frame, or in
dispensing a prescription that has been written by
an optometrist or an optician. The important point
is that the optical dispenser does not diagnose a
patient's maladies and neither does he prescribe
the sort of treatment that is required.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Are you suggesing that
we should go to a dentist and obtain a prescription
and then go to a dental technician?

Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: I would not have any
great objection to that if it meant that the stan-
dard of dental care in this State remained at a
high level.
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Hon. Carry Kelly: Is it lower in New South
Wales. South Australia, and Victoria.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I draw members at-
tention to the Fact that the rule regarding the
reading of newspapers in this House has not been
waived. I suggest to those members who are doing
it 10 stop it.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I repeat that the Optical
Dispensers Act does not allow the dispenser to
deal directly with the public except in the cases
which I have outlined. Another important point
concerning the Optical Dispensers Act is the level
of [raining that optical dispensers undergo. An
optician or optometrist who operates under an Act
of Parliament [hat was introduced in 1940 must
undergo a tertiary level of training in order to deal
directly with the public. I put it to the Govern-
nment that therein lies the right of the professional.
no matter who he is, to deal directly with the
public, because it is very much linked with the
level of training that that person has had. Because
an optician has a tertiary qualification, he has the
right to deal directly with the public. However, the
optical dispenser's training is viewed more in the
nature of an apprenticeship course so that at the
end of his training he becomes a skilled craftsman,
but he is not permitted to deal directly with the
public.

Hon. Carry Kelly: You cannot be serious.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I look forward to the
speech to be made by Hon. Garry Kelly.

Hon. P. H. Wells: Don't hold your breath.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: By the time the Bill has

gone through this House, we could string all Hon.
Carry Kelly's interjections together and they may
well be equivalent to a 10 minute speech, which
would be the longest contribution he has made
since he has been in this House.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: That is unfair.
Hon. Peter Dowding: He is going on and on.
Hon. P. C. PENDAL: If Hon. Carry Kelly

wants to keep up his interjections, as the Minister
is doing-

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order! The member will be heard
in silence.

Hon. P.CG. PENDAL: The fact is that th ere is a
direct relationship in past Acts of Parliament be-
tween the right of a person to deal directly with
the public and the level of training that that per-
son achieves.

If the Government is serious in its contention. I
challenge it to allow its known dental experts.

working within the Government. to come before
the Bar of the House and be given permission to
give professionally backed evidence. I know what
will happen.

Hon. P. H. Wells: You do not think it would do
that.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I know that the Govern-
menit would not do it, because it would be embar-
rassed and would be placed in a position of having
to withdraw the legislation that is before the
House.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: That is nonsense.

Hon. P. C. PENDAL: It is not nonsense, be-
cause those people within the Government service
do not support the Government's legislation. I will
come to them in a few minutes. There is no greater
indictment on the sort of activities that the
Government is getting up to.

A suggestion has been made that there is not
sufficient evidence to allow members to make up
their own minds on some of the more basic ques-
tions, such as the partial denture issue which has
been the subject of many agonising debates over
the past months.

In June this year I took the opportunity to con-
sult Professor John Lewis wvho is a professor of
restorative dentistry at the University of Western
Australia. As well he has strong links with the
Perth Dental Hospital is at the other end of the
city. I might add I was the first member of Parlia-
ment to consult with him significantly, however,
some time later another parliamentarian consulted
with him-that was the Premier of Western
Australia-and by then the Premier was starting
to have some concern about the contents of the
Government's legislation. I can assure the House
that the information that was given to me in June
by Professor Lewis was the same information that
was given to the Premier of Western Australia.
The following are the words that Professor Lewis
passed on to the Premier and, therefope, the
Government is not in a position to claim to be
unaware of these things.

Hon. P. H. Wells: The Premier got his advice
from the university!

Hon. Kay Hallahan: He is free to get advice
from anywhere.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: It is one thing to get
advice,' but it is another to ignore it. I would
suggest that the Premier has ignored the advice
from Professor Lewis which I will quote in small
doses, in order that members can understand it,
particularly those members who are interjecting.
He said as follows-
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I believe very strongly .. . that granting
technicians chair-side status in the partial
denture area would be a disaster,

Thai is the view of one who has practised dentistry
as a private practitioner many years ago, and who
also taught oral care both to dentists, and to den-
tal technicians.

Yet the Bill that is before the House scoffs at
that sort of advice. The Minister, in his second
reading speech, told us a few weeks ago that the
technician or the prosthetist would be able to fit
partial dentures as long as he had an endorsement
on his licence. Yet. I repeat the words of Professor
Lewis who said without ambiguity or equivocation
that he believed very strongly that granting tech-
nicians chair-side status in the partial denture
area would be a disaster.

Put simply, I believe that if we are to allow the
dental technician, who has had his hopes raised
unfairly by the Government in this matter, direct
dealings with the public-that is. the chair-side
status to which Professor Lewis referred-we, have
to demand a higher level of knowledge in fields
like pathology, anatomy and in the handling of X-
rays and things of that kind. In its present form,
the Bill simply does not do that.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: The example you gave
from Professor Lewis is quite natural because the
law profession also would raise the same query
about the people you quoted earlier, the clerks of
the courts.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: That is precisely my
point. Mr McKenzie has got the wrong end of it.
The magistracy today, presided over by the At-
torney General, has recently tended towards the
situation when magistrates are drawn fromt those
who are admitted to the Bar, not like in the old
days where they came up through the ranks. I am
suggesting that the Government is now attempting
to turn back the clock or attempting to undo the
sort of trend which, whether we like it or not, is a
trend towards specialised knowledge and skill.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Professor Lewis is a den-
tist. Naturally he will stick with the dentists.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I think Mr McKenzie
agrees that Professor Lewis is eminent in his field
and knows what he is talking about. I hope that all
he has doubts about are his prejudices. I cannot
help him there at all. Professor Lewis goes on to
say-

I would estimate, again from my own ex-
periencs within the dental school, that 99 per
cent of patients who ultimately have partial
dentures constructed require some other form
of treatment beforehand.

I will go back and repeat that for Mr McKenzie's
benefit.

Professor Lewis says-
I would estimate.. that 99 per cent of

patients who ultimaiely have partial dentures
constructed require some other form of treat-
ment beforehand.

They are Professor Lewis' words, not mine- They
indicate very clearly the inadvisability of allowing
untrained people or people who are unskilled in
that facet of dental work to have access to the
patient.

I return to some of the comments I made
earlier. It would be no different fromt allowing a
person such as an optical dispenser operating
under the 1966 Act to carry out his own examin-
ation of a patient's eyes, and write his own pre-
scriptions as an optical dispenser. HeI is simply not
equipped to do that and therefore the law says he
is not permitted to do that. That is not a question
of putting the optical dispenser down any more
than it is a question of trying to put the dental
technician down in this case.

On another tack, the Minister, in his second
reading speech, assured us that the prosthetist who
had his licence endorsed to allow him to Fit partial
dentures will not be allowed to fit them unless the
patient first has a certificate of oral health from
the dentist. On the surface that sounds quite
reasonable. I suggest, however, that after a little
scrutiny it is a quite inadequate argument. Again I
refer to some comments that Professor Lewis
provided me with and which he also provided to
the Premier-

I believe very strongly, however, that
granting technicians chairside status in the
partial denture area would be a disaster even
with the certificate of oral health.

He went one step further and said-
Hon. Tom Stephens: That would have overcome

your problem with the question of the ulcer or the
cancer.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I will be interested in Mr
Stephens' comments later on. These are Professor
Lewis' words not mine. H-I went on to explain the
reasons. For those who have not listened until now,
Professor Lewis is a Professor of Restorative Den-
tistry at the University of Western Australia. He
goes on-

The effect of the certificate would be to
indicate that no preliminary treatment wvas
required, or if it was required that it had been
completed and the patient is now ready to
have partial dentures constructed.
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He then goes on to add-
A lot of things can go wrong, however,

after this point is reached, and therefore, in
spite of the certificate.

Thai is worth repeating again to Government
members-

A lot of things can go wrong, however,
after this point is reached and therefore, in
spite of the certificate.

I suggest that that is another devastating indict-
ment of this Bill in its present form.

Hon. Lyla Eliott: Have these things been
happening in the Eastern States?

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: Earlier tonight, when one
of my colleagues, Hon. Bill Stretch, used as an
example something that was happening elsewhere
in Australia-

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Would you answer the
question?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Would Mrs Hallahan be
quiet for a minute. When Mr Stretch said earlier
this evening that a certain situation applied in
another part of Australia, Mr McKenzie implored
us not to talk about things that happen anywhere
else in Australia because he said we were legis-
lators for Western Australia. He laid the ground
rules that said we will not talk about what is
happening in other States.

Hon. Mark Nevill: You cannot answer the ques-
tion. in other words.

Hon. P. C. PEN DAL: I will answer questions in
the Committee stage. Hon. Peter Wells, as he
normally does, will wipe the floor with Govern-
ment members in the Committee stage. I suggest
that members get their concerns off their chests
now by way of interjections so that they can say to
their mates that they have made their points and
salved their consciences in some way. Then they
can refrain from taking any further part in this
debate.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. ..
Wordsworth): I suggest that the member not en-
courage the interjections.

Hon. P. C. PENDAL: I am doing my best to
make my speech without listening to the squawks.
coming from the other side of the Chamber. I will
be happy to address my remarks to you, Mr Depu-
ty President.

Professor Lewis went on to explain his reasons
for the statement he made about the
inappropriateness or short commings of the certifi-
cates of oral health. He said this-

The effect of the certificate would be to
indicate that no preliminary treatment was
required, or if it was required that it had been

completed and the patient is now ready to
have partial dentures constructed.

Hon. Carry Kelly: What is wrong with that?
Hon. P. C. PENDAL: There is nothing wrong

with that, you clown! He went on to say this-
A lot of things can go wrong, however,

after this point is reached and, therefore, in
spite of the certificate..

That is the answer Mr Kelly has been interested
in.

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Professor Lewis went one
step further and said tbis-

The major objective of a partial denture
.. is to preserve remaining natural teeth.

The denture will, however, only achieve this
objective if it is both designed and
constructed correctly ..-

Hon. Carry Kelly: Dentists do not design them,
technicians do.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Again the member has
put his foot in it because Professor Lewis finished
by saying this-

The construction aspect is indisputably the
realm of the technician-

Hon. Carry Kelly: Good.

Hon. P. C.- PEN DA L: He cont inued-

-but the design side has to be the dentist's
by virtue of his clinical training.

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. 0. PENDAL. The gentleman in the
gallery and Mr Kelly can say "Rubbish". I am
quoting no less an authority than a professor of
restorative dentistry. Only a week or two ago one
of our friends in this House got into the most
awful trouble by casting aspersions on his col-
leagues at the University of WA campus.

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. G. PEN DAL: Members cannot have it
both ways. I will repeat it. because Mr Kelly came
in a little early when he said dentists do not con-
struct dentures. He did not anticipate the pro-
fessor was going to advise this-

The construction aspect is indisputably the
realm of the technician, but the design side
has to be the dentist's by virtue of his clinical
training.

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. C. PENDAL: I would suggest, far from
being down on the technicians, this is a commen-
dation by Professor Lewis of the work done by the
technicians.
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Hon. Peter Dowding: Why do you not read the
whole thing?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: This is the professor of
restorative dentistry. He is saying the denial tech-
nicians play a critical part in the care of a
patient's mouth. I suggest that those comments
from members opposite cast a most serious doubt
on the authority of the certificate of oral health we
have heard so much about and on which the
Government has based so much of its case.

Professor Lewis is not a lone voice. There is
another local expert who can be quoted. He is Pat
Henry, an associate professor at the University of
Western Australia.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Is he a qualified dentist
as wellI?

Hon. P.CG. PENDAL: Of course he is. I will go
on to quote him, bearing in mind academics tend,
by their training and their nature, to be fairly
conservative about what they dish up.

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: For the benefit of Hon.
Mrs Hallahan, they tend to be very guarded.

Several members interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: You, Sir, suggested I

should not take any notice of interjections. I can
hardly hear myself talking.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Words- 'orth): I would ask Hon. P. H. Lockyer to
stop cal. ig for interjections.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Academics tend to be
guarded in the sort of comments they make.

Several members interjected.
Hon. P.CG. PENDAL: That is their nature. It is

the result of much of their training. Professor
Henry says this-

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Oh, do
fessor Henry says this-

Several members interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Please

quite happy to stay here all night;
mind.

be quiet. Pro-

yourself. I am
I really do not

I quote as follows-
I am appalled at the prospect . .. permit-

ting dental technicians to construct dentures
directly on patients.

He goes on to say this-

It is recognised that dental technicians are
an integral part of the dental health team ...

However, it is also quite clear that there is
absolutely no way the dental technicians have

the theoretical or practical background to
recognise, diagnose or treat diseases affecting
the mouth.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Fear is the real problem, is
it?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: I do not know if it is fear.
All I know is that one of the foremost authorities
on dentistry in the State says that is the situation.

A member: He is a dentist.

Hon. P. C. PEN DAL: The best I am able to do,
to make up my mind on this legislation. is to study
what this man says. Mrs Hallahan has spent a few
years at UWA or WAIT or somewhere else. She
must have some regard for the people who head
faculties and departments. She must give them
some credit for having a few brains.

Hon. Kay Hallahan interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Despite that, the mem-
ber will not accept those words. However, it is
clear there is absolutely no way dental technicians
have the theoretical or practical background to
recognise, diagnose, or treat diseases affecting the
mouth.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: Where is the evidence?
That is what we need.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: We will soon need to
have a hearing aid dispensers Act in this place for
the benefit of Mrs Hallahan, because earlier
tonight when the whining and grizzling was going
on that, there was a complaint that we had not
given one example, so I gave one. Then Mr
McKenzie said, "is that the only one?" I said,
"No, we can give you six".

Several members interjected.

IHon. P. G. PENDAL: Do not get excited, we
will give them to members.

Hon. Fred McKenzie: Six in 40 years! Is that
the best you can do?

Hon. P. C. PENDAL: I want to turn to a
portion of the Minister's second reading speech,
where he tried to justify the Government's action
on the ground that many people already deal di-
rectly with dental technicians, as though that was
some reason why we should give our support to all
the clauses in the Bill. Let me ask Hon. Kay
Hallahan to listen very carefully, because she has
been concerned all along, with Mr McKenzie,
about the evidence before the Chamber. Mr Dans
said this-

It is common knowledge that a very
substantial number of dentures presently be-
ing made and worn are a result of an ap-
proach by members of 'he public direct to a
technician.
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I would not be surprised if almost every
member of this Chamber knowvs a person wvho
has obtained dentures this way. This highly
unsatisfactory situation has been allowed to
exist for years with every so often a token
prosecution being launched against some un-
fortunate technician. The previous Govern-
ment turned a blind eye and allowed the situ-
ation to continue unimpeded for years.

I suggest a number of things are wrong with that
rather absurd and superficial argument of Mr
Dans'. First of all it suggests that because people
are breaking the law, we should change the law to
cater for the law-breakers.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: That is the case the way
the law goes.

Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: That is as absurd as
saying we should change the law relating to drug
pushing on the ground that so-called respectable
peoiile are engaged in drug pushing.

Several members interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: It is as silly an argument

as that mounted by Mr Dans in this place not two
weeks ago. It is also absurd and fallacious, be-
cause it is devoid of any sort of evidence.
"Evidence' is the word that Labor Party mem-
bers-Mr McKenzie and Mrs Hallahan in par-
ticular-have been so fond of quoting to us.

What Mr Dans told us was not backed up by
evidence. No attempt was made by Mr Dans to
support it and no attempt has been made tonight,
by the four or Five Government speakers, to give
us any evidence for those comments.

Hon. Garry Kelly: It is true.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: The Minister for Health

(Hon. Barry Hodge) has said that the majority of
dentures fitted are fitted illegally. One estimate is
that 50 per cent of them arc fitted illegally. I ask
for the evidence of that.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: The practice is that some
people are earning their living by doing it.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: That is not evidence.
Where is the evidence of that statement?

Hon. Garry Kelly: Are you saying that is not
happening?

Hon. P.OG. PENDAL: I am not saying it is not
happening. Mr Kelly's ears are playing up, too. I
am saying it is not happening to the extent
claimed by Mr Hodge; or if it is happening to that
extent, we have been given no evidence of it.
Where is the evidence for the statement made by
Mr Dans. wvho said-

It is common knowledge that a very
substantial number of dentures presently be-

ing made and worn are a result of an ap-
proach by members of the public directly to
technicians.

I ask the Minister handling the Bill and his friends
on the backbench to produce the evidence for
that.' Where is the evidence for Mr Dans' claim
that a "cry substantial number of dentures
presently being made and worn are the result of
approaches by members of the public direct to
technicians? Again, they are unsubstantiated
claims, and in this case, the Government should
put up or shut up.

Several members interjected.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: The truth hurts, does it
not?

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon. D. J.
Wordsworth): Order!

Hon. Peter Dowding: Don't put up; just shut up.

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! The hour
is getting late. The member would be able to finish
his speech if he was not interrupted so much by
the interj .ections.

Hon. P. 0. PENDAL: Because we are dealing
with a matter of vital concern to the health of the
people, it will be a long time before this debate
finishes, I suggest; and it will be much longer, as
you point out, Sir, if members opposite continue to
interject in the way that they do.

Hon. Kay Hallahan: What interjections?

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: Order! I request
Hon. Kay H-allahan not to interject.

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Mr Dans told us in his
second reading speech that this illegal activity was
allowed to go on under the previous Government.

Hon. Garry Kelly: Are you denying that, too?

Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Perhaps the squawkers
over there can tell me where I am going wrong in
saying this. Mr Dans tried to imply that the politi-
cal arms of Governments in the past, whether they
be the O'Connor, Court, Tonkin, or other Govern-
ments, have been remiss. That is patently absurd.

Cabinet Ministers do not launch prosecutions.
That is not the function of, say, the Minister for
Health. If people have been breaking the law,
there are policing agencies and mechanisms on the
Statute book for the people in charge of the Acts
within the Civil Service to take action. If that has
not happened, those people have not discharged
the duties given to them under those Acts of Par-
liament.

Mr Dans suggested that the political arm of the
Government should have been responsible for
carrying out prosecutions, but that shows how silly
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and absurd his arguments have been in relation to
this matter.

Several members interjected.
Hon. P. G. PENDAL: Mr Dans could have

been here instead of gallivanting around the
countryside on his casino project.

It is also not true to say that past Governments
condoned illegal activity in any way. If Mr Hodge
had any evidence that that was the case-and he
claims to have had evidence even when he was the
Opposition spokesman on health-he had a duty
to go to the Public Health Department as it then
was and put the evidence before the responsible
people, requesting them to take take the appropri-
ate action, action which this Parliament decided
should be taken when people are involved in illegal
dental activity.

All of those absurd comments by the Minister
are heightened by Mr Dans' comment during the
second reading speech when he said-

The Bill contains substantial penalties
against technicians [ailing to comply with the
terms of the legislation.

What an asinine comment that is! On the one
hand, we have a Government bemoaning the fact
that the current law is not being observed-we
have had prosecutions of only a token kind in the
past-but in the same breath the Government says
that there will be substantial penalties under the
new law if anyone were to breach it.

I come finally to the argument that other States
have variations on the theme that is nowv being
imposed on Western Australia by the Burke
Government. I confess that there is something in
the argument mounted by some members of the
Government. and indeed some members of the
dental technicians' craft. However, I suggest. with
much charity, that that is the only argument that
can be mounted in favour of giving people access
to the human body with the limited training that is
envisaged. There is simply no argument, I would
suggest, that the adoption of the practice in other
States is, in itself, the reason that we should adopt
a similar measure.

While I acknowledge that that is an argument
such as it is, it is very much a lightweight argu-
ment. In any case, members need never be
impressed by the idea that simply because some-
thing is done in Hawaii, Timbuktu, or the United

Kingdom, it necessarily should be done in Western
Australia.

l am certain of one thing: In most phases of the
community health system, this country and this
State have a standard of care equal to anything in
the world. The obsession of the ALP for knocking
down the tall poppies should not be endorsed by
this Parliament. The Labor Party and the Labor
Government have unfairly led the dental tech-
nicians of this State along. They have given them
false hopes that they will be given access to the
human body without the commensurate study and
skill acquired by the experience to which I re-
ferred earlier when I discussed the Optical Dis-
pensers Act and the Optometrists Act.

If the Government were really serious about
wanting to help dental technicians, and wanting to
improve the standard of care that they give to the
public of this State, a good solution might be to
withdraw the Bill-

Hon. Garry Kelly: Here we go again.

Hon. P.OG. PENDAL: -and to come up with a
suitable compromise along the lines of the legis-
lation introduced in 1940 for the optometrists, and
along the lines of the legislation introduced in
1966 for the optical dispensers. Until the Govern-
ment does that, or until it is prepared to accept
reasonable amendments to this Bill, it will be
dangling the dental technicians on a string and
using them as a mere political plaything, with no
credit to the dental technicians, and certainly no
credit to the Government.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon. John
Williams.

SMALL BUSINESS GUARANTEES BILL

Receipt and Firsi Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion
by Hon. i. M. Berinson (Attorney General), read
a first time.

House adjourned at 11.31 p.m.
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

ENERGY: ELECTRICITY
Rural Contributory Extension Schemes

361. liIon. 1). J1. WORI)SWORTHI. to the
)I mister for Planning representing the
Minister for Mlinerals and Energy:

(I ) What rural extensions have been held up
during the last s1ix months because of
lack offpoles?

(2) What actions did the SlAG take to fill
this deficiency?

(31 Were hardwood poles suitable for these
etensions.?

(4)

(5)

If tnot. vwhy not?!
W~hat contracts to cut poles had been
wiMde to ensure that sufficient Poles
uould be available?

(6) Arc farmers and others being asked to
pa) their contributions before there is
ainy likelihood of the connection being
made?

(7) It' so. on which schemes and how far
ahlead?

H~on. PETER D)OWD)ING replied:

(I) I Iol la nds Rock 726 poles
West River 940 poles

I lot( Rock- Variey 1 000 poles.
The deficiency in pole supplies was
caused by unpredicted quarantine con-
ditions in the jarrah Forests. Several
thousand poles are cut in readiness but
cannot be obtained until weather con-
ditions permit.

(2) Sonic poles, are being imported from the
lFistern States. A contract has been let
for the manufacture of concrete poles.
Sonic poles have been -secured from pri-
vate forust land. These poles arc id-
equate for the large quantities required
f'or the above SlAG extensions.

(3) Yes.

(4)

05)

Not applicable.
The commission has an ongoing pole
supllpl\ contract.

(6) lDcspite the fact that the commission will
incuir heat's losses on these connections.
fairmcrs and others who %ere asked to
pa\ beflhrc the pole deficiency w6as
reailised are being paid interest on their
contributions for the period that the pole
shortage creates.

(7) For the three schemes in (I) above, and
for an expected period of approximately
three months.

WATER RESOURCES
Country Areas Water Supplies

36-4. Hunt. 11. W. GAY FER. to the Leader of the
IHouse representing the Mtinister for Water
Resources:
(I) In what years "as mone) allocated to

specific extensions of w ater supply ser-
vices within the bounds of the CWS
since its inception'!

(2) IFor what specific projects were the
moneys allocated'?

(3) Over what period %%as work on each proj-
ct spread?

(4) For each project what percentage of
funds were
(a) State funds:
(b) Commonwealth grants: and
(c) Cornmonwealt h loans'.

(5) In respect of (4)(c) above what were the
terths of that loan as far ats life and
interest were concerned.

Hon. D. K. DANS replied:
(I) to (5) Compilation of the information

requested will necessitate considerable
research of old records and a reply will
be provided direct to the member when
this has been completed.

ARTS: AUSTRALIA COUNCIL
Theatre Board A lloca tion of Funds

365. l [on. JOH N WI L LIA MS. Lo the Attorney
General representing the Minister for the
Arts:

As a result of the Australia Council
Theatre Board's. allocation of funds to
West Australian theatre companies for
1985 and its apparent reliance on the
WA Government to make up that
funding shortfall through Instant Lot-
cery

(1) What steps is the Minister taking to en-
sure that all WA performing arts
companies %till be adequately funded in
1985?

(2) Is the Mlinisteir malking a formal protest
to the Australia Council or Lhe
AustrAian Government about its new
funding philosophies?
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(3) Is the Minister aware of the amnount of
funds "set aside" by the Australia Coun-
cil Thcatre Board for the yet-to-be-
created company to occupy the Play-
house Theatre'?

14) If so. what is that amount'!
(5) Is it correct that the allocation of

Thcatre Board general grant funds to
WA companies for 1985 is 10.3 per cent
less than wats granted in 1984, although
(the funds availa ble for national allo-
cation has increased by 9.6 per cent in
19X5 over 1984?!

H on. J. M. B ER INSON replied:

(1 to (5) The announcement of grant allo-
cations for 1985 was made by the
Theatre Boa rd of thie Australia Council
on 16 October. Companies and individ-
uats in Western Australia received a
total of $386 566 out of an allocation of
St 1 090 214. This was 3.5 per cent of the
totl funding.
The Minister for the Arts has received
no official communication fromi the
Australia Council about these grants or
about the possibility of it grant to the
ncw dramia company presently operating
in the Playhouse Theatre.

On being inrorpicd indirectly that the
Theatre Board wa s holding a n
undisclosed Sum of money for possible
allocation to the Playhouse at its
December meeting, the Minister for the
Arts immediately sent at telegram urging
thc board to make an earlier grant be-
cause of thie hiarm being done to the new
company by the delay and uncertainty.
No response has been received from
Sydney.
It mtust be understood that the Australia
Council is ni Commonwealth statutory
autihority over wbteh the Commonwealth
Government has no control beyond the
allocation of a globatl annual grant to thle
Orgzantsa tion.

The State Governments have no control
and apparently almost no influence over
decisions of the Australia Council or its
boards,. At the mosta recent meeting in
February of the Commonwealth and
State Ministers responsible for the arts
and cultural affairs, the matter or'
funding patterns was addressed and a
paper Was later released giving figures
on the amiounts allocated by the
Australia Council and its Boards to each

State and to each art form. Further
*studies on aspects of this issue arc cur-

rently in process. but progress is slow
and in any ease the council is under no
obligation to carry out resolutions
adopted by the elected Ministers respon-
sible for developing arts policy in
Australia and the States.
The new policies announced by the
Theatre Board on 16 October have been
developed without consultation with the
West Australian Government. They are
presently being studied to see how far
they may or may not be in harmiony with
our own objectives.
The practical results of those new%% poli-
cies so far have given cause for some
concern although the Government its yet
has not been presented with any analysis
of t he figu res SO it is not certa in how t hey
compare with the fi gures for 1984.
The Government is awaiting the com-
plete announcement of funding by the
Australia Council and the Western
Australian Arts Council before taking
any further action, but the situation ts
being watched very closely.

WORKS: BOAT HARBOUR
Bussdton

366. Hon. V. j1 FERRY. to the Leader of the
House representing the Minister for Works:
(1) Is the Governnment planning to establish

a boat harbour in Geographe Bay'?
(2) lfso-

(a) where will it be built:
(b)
(c)

when will it be built
will it be capable of servicing fishing
boats and pleasure craft, and

(d) what is the estimated cost of the
facility'?

(3) (a) Have funds been allocated towards
t his project: a nd

(b) if so, from what source will the
funds be provided'?

(4) I-as the project been approved of by the
Busselton Shire Council?

(5) (a) Has ain environmental impact study
been made of the area selected:

(b) when was the study, undertaken-, and
(c) is the environmental report avail-

able to the public?
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Hon. D. K. DANS replied:

(I) to (5) The mailer of at boat harbour fia-
cilily- in Geographe Bay has been under
consideration by the Government for
sonic tinc and it is antici paled that an
ann ou ncementI will be possible shortly.

367. Posiponed.

TRAFFIC: MOTOR VEHICLES
Licences: Farm Vehicles

368. lion. 1). .1. WORDS\VORTII. to the
Attorney General representing the Premier:

I1f a farmer or grazier breaches section
19 ol the Road Traffic Act by taking a
"chicle or tractor licensed under
.subsections (5) or (15) of the traffic Act
on aI public road 0othcr than to a not her
portion of his land or to aI fire, does he
jeopardise his third party insurance?

IHeo. J. M. BERINSON replied:

If aI fa rifer or grazier breaches section
19(5)(f) of the traffic Act he also is in
breach of Ihe warranties of Ihe MVIT
policy of insurance.

In respeel of vehicles licensed uinder see-
lion 19( 15) of the traffic Act, the uIse of
diee vehicles on aI public road other
than to a not her port ion of his land does
not breach the "'arratn ties of the vehicles
MIVIT policy ofinsurance.

3691o371. Posiponed.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

UNIONS: TLC
New.s paper Commeni

133. liIon. G. F. M ASTIFRS. 1o the Attorney
Gene ral1:

Hais I he Attorney General read I he
article in The W est Ausi ralian today.
pao 24. headed. -TL[C wanits the Upper
House ended"'?

lion. .1. Mi. BIARINSON replied:

No.

UNIONS: TLC
Hon. Desmond Dans

134. Hon. G. E. MASTERS. to ihe Attorney
General:

Is t he MnI ister aware Ihat the TLC has
specifically mentioned Mr Dans' name in
this article?

I-on. J. M. BER INSON replied:
Not having seen this article, I have not
seen the reference to Mr Dans.

UNIONS: TLC
Hon. Gordon Masters

135. Hon. G. E. MASTERS, to the Attorney
General:

I thought Ihe Attorney General inight
have been advised of the article, Would
the Attorney General warn Mr Dans
that the TLC is making a submission in
which it is prepared t0 sacrifice Mr Dans
in order to get rid of Inc. and in the best
intlerests of both of us. wve should work
together more closely from now on?

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
Government Employees: Replacement

136. Hlon. G. E. MASTERS. 10 the Minister for
Employment, and Training:

When did the Government change its
policy of replacing twvo jobs lost in the
Government work force with one?

[Ion. PETER I)OWD)ING replied:
The Government has not mnade a change
in its policy.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
Government Employees: Replacement

137. H-on. G. FE. MASTERS. to the Minister for
Employment and Training:

I-as the MnI ister read an article on page
37 of The W~est Australian headed.
*'Dowding details Government job pol-
icy" in which the first line states-

The Minister for Employment. NIv
Dowding, denied last night that the
Government had a policy of replac-
ing every twvo jobs lost in the
Government work force with one.

Is that statement correct'
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Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

I read thie article fairly quickly this
morning. It is an accurate report of what
I said last night.

ELECTORAL: REFORM
Abolition of Upper House

138, I-on. P. 1II. WEL-'ILS. to the Minister for
Employment and Training:

Is it correct that the Minister attended
the TL-C. during the dinner suspension
last night, and wais he the Government
adviser on electoral reform advising the
TL-C in connection with abolishing the
upper H-ouse?!

HIon, PETER DOWI)ING replied:
Members will either be politically naive
or simply deliberately ignoring the truth
and history of this matter. They will
know that the Australian Labor Party
has a policy of reform of the upper
House and memcibers will shortly have an
opportunity to show whether or not they
are ins tep with the majority of people in
Western Australia who wa~nt reform to
the electoral process of this Stale.

ELECTORAL: REFORM
Abolition of Upper House

139. I[Ion, P. 1-1. WELLS. to the Minister for
Emiploymient and Training:

I ask a question which is supplementary
to thle previous quest ion-

Did the Minister advise the TLC on
this subject at the meeting last
night?!

I-on. PETER D)OWDING replied:

No.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
Government Employees: Replacement

140. IHun. G. E:-. MASTERS. to the Minister for
Employment and Training:

I am afraid I do not fully understand his
previous answer. I ask him again if he
would be kind enough to tell me whether
or not the Government, up until recently,
had at policy of replacing every two jobs
lost in the Government work force with
one'? The Minister did say that was the
case. bui it seems there is a dispute with
what he said laist night. Is that Govern-
mnrt policy or not?

H-on. PETER DOWDING replied:
The member knows perfectly well what
the Situation is. The Government made it
clear that there was to be a policy to
replace one job for every two resig-
nations. There is no variation from that
policy without ministerial approval and
t he poi nt of the policy, as I explained last
night. was to ensure that where there
were to be replacement of jobs. the Min-
ister concerned had an opportunity to
make at policy decision about the jobs
and to inform officers as to the aspects of
the work being conducted within the
Public Service, and to ensure that the
policy was understood by the senior level
of the Public Service and the Minister.
This was a policy which gave the
Government an opportunity to review
the services that were being conducted
within the public sector. It has been very
efficient and I understand it is one which
is being wvell-understood within the pub-
lic sector. It is treated as though it were
a policy of simply replacing one person
with every two people lost. That is incor-
rect because that was never the policy.
The review process has been most effec-
tive and it is of interest to see how lazy
the previous Government had become
after nine years in Government, in not
ensuring that the public sector was able
to respond efficiently to the needs oif the
public and, of course, thatI had an effect
on the morale of the Public Service be-
cause people in the Public Service found
they had jobs that were not rewarding.
They were sitting there pedaling with
nothing useful to do and nowhere to go.
The Government has done two things. It
has tackled that issue and given a new
impetus within the Public Service, new
opportunities, and from the public's
point of view, it has ensured that there
has been an improvement in all other
services.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
Governiment Employees: Replacement

141. Hon. G. E-. MASTERS. to the Minister for
Employment and Training:

Has the Minister read a news release
from the Department of Premnier and
Cabinet dated 22 June 1983. whieh in-
cluded this comment-
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-a reduction of 50 per cent in the
rate at which government em-
ployees arc replaced when they re-
tire or resign. The expected savings
are$ $15 million.

I pointed out in my question to the Min-
ister there never has been a policy, or
this statement from the Premier's de-
partment was misleading. Was there a
policy of replacement of one for every
two jobs lost, and has that policy been
changed?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
I make it quite clear that the policy at all
material times has been that there was to
be a replacement of one for two unless
there "'as a direct ministerial-

Hon. 0. E. Masters: That is not what it says.
Hon. PETER DOWDING: I have not read

the document.
Hon. G. E. Masters: It is your news release.
Hon. P~ETER DOWDING: I do not read all

the Premnier's news releases.
Hon. G. E. Masters. Even when they concern

you'?
Hon. PETER DOWDING: Mr Masters can

say what he wants. I have not read the
document, but I can say what the policy
was and how it has operated. I think it
has operated extremely efficiently. It has
made a reduction in numbers and there
have been very considerable savings by
the Government and that is the reason
that we have been able to offer the
people of Western Australia no real in-
creases in taxes and charges this year.
The only time the Liberals ever came
close to being anything like that was in
the weeks before an election. Liberal
Governments always left taxes and
charges down until the day after the
election, when they sky-rocketed.

EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING
Government Employees: Replacement

142. Hon. G. E. MASTERS to the Minister for
Employment and Training:

Is it a fact that the statement made by
the Premier in the Press release dated 22
lune 1983 was never intended to operate
and. indeed, has never operated?

Hion. PETER DOWDING replied:
The member is obviously finding it diffi-
cult to understand the words I repeat:

ministerial authority has been required
for a variation from the practice which
has been enunciated. The whole purpose
of the practice was for the reasons that I
ha ve desc r ibed .
I can assure the member that there have
been eases where the replacement rate
has been one for.cwo. On the other hand,
there have been many cases where there
has been a replacement of two for two.

Hon. G. E. Masters: In other words it was not
correct.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: I will not be
drawn into commenting on a document I
have not seen. What is important is the
fact that there have been very
substantial efficiency improvements
within the Public Service as a result of
the policies of the Government and those
policies have worked extremely well.

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES: PSB
Morale

143. Hon. 0. E. MASTERS. to the Minister for
Employment and Training:
(I) Would the Minister say that the morale

of the Government employees is high?

(2) Did he say that?

(3) If so, will the Minister repeat that
statement?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:

(1) to (3) As the Minister for Employment
and Training I do not have the responsi-
bility of the Public Service, so the
Leader of the Opposition is really asking
me a question which does not fall within
my ministerial responsibility.

However, I say to the House that I re-
gard the Publie Service as a great organ-
sation. and I am sure all my Ministers

share that view. Within the Public Ser-
vice there is an understanding of the
major changes that have been made be-
cause of years of Liberal politicisation
and of deliberate run-down in areas of
the Public Servie.

IHon. P. 0. Pendal. Rubbish'

Hon. PETER DOWDING: One finds that
that is a message which some people do
not get across. Members opposite some-
times go around misehieviously trying to
promote other messages. That is a view I
express and adhere to quite firmly.
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GOVERN MENT EMPLOYEES: PS8
Morale

144. Hofn. G. Ci. MASTERS to the Minister for
Employment and Training,

I will be more specific: Will the Minister
iel mc whether he believes the morale of
the Western Australian Government ciii-
ployces. as a whole, is high'?

Hon, PETER DOWDING replied:
I just cannot comment.

The PRE7-SiDENT: He just stated it does not
conme within his port folio.

Hon. G1. E. Musters: I just wanted a "Yes" or
"No" ainswer.

PRISONS. WOOROLOO
Hospital

145. Hon. NEIL OLIVER to the Minister for
Prisons:

What is the estimated cost of
maintaining medical facilities at the
Wooroloo Prison when the hospital is
closed to the local residents.

Hon. i. M. BER INSON replied:
The service is based on the level of
manning which I indicated yesterday,
that is, one nurse full-time around the
clock is estimated to cost $100000 a
year.

UNIONS: TLC
Hon. Peter Dowding

146. Hon. P. H4. WELLS to the Minister for
Planning:

Was the Minister present at the TLC
meeting when the motion to get rid of
t he upper House was discussed'?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
I was at a meeting of the TL.C, last night
and, for a portion of the lime, I paid no
attention to the business. I could not say.
frankly-

Hon. P. G. Pendal: Maybe they did.
Hon. IIETER DOWDING: I am saying that

I did not pay attention to the business.
H-on. P. G. Pendal: If they offered you a job

you would not know about it.
Hon. PETER DOWDING: I have ninre

chance of getting at job there than Mr
Pendal has. I did not participate in any
discussion at all on that matter, I was not

aware that such a nmotion was to be dis-
cussed, nor that one was discussed, until
I read this morning's paper.

PRISONS: WOOROLOO

Hospital

147. Hon. NEIL OLIVER, to the Minister for
Prisons:

Will the Minister's department be pro-
viding facilities for the nursing post
which is proposed for the residents of
Wooroloo, Wundowie, Chidlow and
Gidgiegannup, and other localities in the
electorate of Avon?

Hon. J. M. BER INSON repl ied:

I should indicate at the outset that no
final decision has been made on the steps
to follow the closure of Wooroloo hospi-
tal. My earlier indication oF estimated
cost was provisional on a decision to pro-
vide a certain service within the prison. I
make that clear first. As to the member's
question: No consideration has been
given to the prison as such providing
nursing post services for the general
community. I would not expect such a
service to he provided.

LAW REFORM COMMISSION
Pawnbrokirtg Study

148. Hon. P. H. WELLS, to the Attorney
General:

The Attorney General has mentioned
that the Law Reform Commission is
undertaking a study on pawnbroking. I
ask-

(1) Has the commission been provided
with personnel to speedily conic to a
decision?

(2) What is the timne-Frame given to
that department to complete this
study?

I-on. J. M. BERINSON replied:

(1) and (2) As a rule, I do not provide the
Law Reform Conimission with a firm
timetlable. What has happened in the
present ease is that I have asked the
conmmission to give an indication of what
its own timetable could be. It is to be of
t he order of 12 months.
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PLANNING: BROOME
Kennedy Hill

149. I-Ion. N. F. MOORE. to the Minister for
Pl anniing:

I refer the Minister to a letter of 16
October 1984, addressed to me from him
iri his capacity as, VI iiniSiCV For Planning,
advising me that the Kennedy Hill site in
Brooime was, on the advice of the Town
PIkinn ing Depart ment, innappropria te for
the location of the proposed develop-
ment, I ask-
(1) Can the Minis ter tell me why a mno-

tel on that site is inappropriate'!
(2) The Minister advised that there are

ninny potential development sites
within the Broome area. Can he tell
mec why the Government is there-
fore suggesting that the only site
which will be developed as a resort
is the Gantheaume Point site, in
view of the many development sites
available'?

Hon. PETER DOWDING replied:
(1) and (2) The member has been told re-

peatedly the reasons for the rejection of
the site in Broonme.

Hon. N. F Moore: Tell mc again.
Hon. PETER DOWDING. I do not intend to

repeat the samne informa 'ion. In reply to
a question on notice the member was
told exactly what the position was, and
he was told as recently as this week by
the Minister for the Environment that
the Minister's department and advisers

opposed the development on Governmient
land and the release of land-

Hon. P. G. Pendal: What about Burswood
Island?

Hon. PETER DOWDING; We are talking
about this block of land.

IHon. P. G. Petidal: It's a pity you were not so
protetive about that.

Hon. PETER DOWDING: -and that this
proposed development whieh was to use
a large piece or Government land and a
very small piece of one of the promoters
pieces of land, was inappropriate. The
member has been told that often enough.

Hon. N. F. Moore: Why is it inappropriate'?
Hon. PETER DOWDING: The mnember has

been told-he has received letters and
answers to questions-the site is inap-
propriate for all the reasons set forth in
the letter to the member and in the sub-
Sequent answers to questions that were
asked in this House and the Other Place.
AS to the second matter about alterna-
tive sites; a number of sites are possible
areas for development of tourist l'aeili-
ties. I believe we will see a large number
of them identiFied in due course-not all
at once, but over a period of time.
The Government has acted to delineate
an area of land not fatr from
Gantheaume Point and Cable Beach
whieh will make a very beautiful place
for a tourist development. Anyone
interested in a tourist development will
be able to put in a proposal for that area.
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